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Chapter 1161 Eternal Dark Gold 

then, the ground around lin yun’s body splitted into cracks and lava spurted out like a fountain. 

the patched puppet silently appeared in front of lin yun. 

dense runes covered the surface of the patched puppet. chaotic flame spells mixed with lava and 

instantly covered lin yun’s line of sight as they ruthlessly impacted the bone demon’s body. 

being hit by that forty-meter-thick burning lava within a few dozen meters, the bone armor the bone 

demon was so proud of rapidly collapsed. 

the bone demon angrily roared and held his arms in front of him. layer upon layer of bones surged from 

his arms to form two bone shields. he was holding his shields, his eyes full of rage. 

hung and beaten by lin yun for more than ten minutes, that guy already lost reason. the only thing in his 

mind was tearing lin yun apart. 

and within that flood of lava, a small cannon protruded from the puppet’s thigh. four deep crimson 

cores were inlaid on the surface of that cannon and filled it with chaotic power. 

dark red light shone within the cannon, and after three seconds, a terrifying power rushed out of the 

cannon before transforming into a three-meter-thick dark red light beam. the beam broke through the 

flood of lava and fire spells to fiercely impact the bone demon’s arm shields. 

the bone shields’ bones kept shattering, only to be replaced by new bones. but when facing this dark red 

light beam, they instantly vaporized. 

the dark red beam pierced the bone demon’s arms and melted two huge holes into them before 

ruthlessly smashing onto the bone demon’s face. 

the scorching and chaotic light beam used less than an instant to hit the bone demon’s head. 

in an instant, the lava and flames submerged the bone demon’s body, and a blazing power rapidly 

turned his body into ashes. 

lin yun put away the patched puppet and looked back at the shocked birbo. 

“are you wondering why my puppet is here? why haven’t i died? 

“idiot, i’m a pureblood flame demon now.” 

after saying that, lin yun extended his hand and a scarlet light shot out from lin yun’s hand and hit the 

lava-wrapped birbo. 

in an instant, birbo’s horrified shout echoed. 

“no... mafa merlin, no, you can’t do that...” 

dazzling light shone from birbo’s body, and within a second, her shadow demon’s body exploded in a 

burst of lava. 



lin yun grinned and let out a powerful roar towards the battlefield. 

“fools! get rid of anyone who resist, kill them all!” 

lin yun didn’t need to take action for what came after getting rid of the bone demon. having lost their 

lord, half of those abyssal lifeforms immediately gave up on fighting. without a lord, there was no 

meaning in resisting, hurrying to hug the new lord’s thigh was even more important. 

not long after he had appeared on the battlefield, lin yun had noticed the aura of a shadow spell. 

unfortunately, there had been no shadow fiend here, only a shadow demon. 

shadow demons and shadow fiends were completely different demonic lifeforms. the former were 

mortal enemies of holy light’s followers and used gloom power, while the later used shadow power. 

for a shadow demon to be using shadow magic that didn’t have abyssal aura, only birbo could 

accomplish such a feat. 

unfortunately, lin yun was a flame demon. even if he found birbo, he wasn’t certain that he could get rid 

of her unless she got close. then, birbo was getting ready to ambush lin yun. 

at this time, lin yun was cheerfully waiting for birbo to come and assassinate him. he clearly understood 

the nature of assassin mages. 

and sure enough, birbo first used shadow binding and then appeared behind him to shatter his heart 

with her weapon. 

there was no problem with the tactic in itself, because the shadow power accumulated would bind lin 

yun for a second, and that was more than enough. 

in noscent, any mage caughting in a shadow binding was bound to die. 

unfortunately, this was the abyss. noscent’s assassination tricks were useless here. 

lin yun was a flame demon, a pureblood flame demon was different from an ordinary flame demon. 

strictly speaking, pureblood flame demons were elemental lifeforms and could be said to have no heart. 

pureblood flame demons would never die unless the lava on the surface of their bodies stopped 

burning. unless the flames burning within their eyes were extinguished, pureblood flame demons would 

be able to recover from any injury. 

a hole being stabbed in their chest wasn’t even regarded as an injury. 

moreover, pureblood flame demons weren’t just capable of casting spells, they were extremely 

talented. 

as an elemental lifeform, he felt no pressure when turning his head around. the lava he spurted out was 

able to isolate mana, and once someone was covered in their lava, they would not only lose their casting 

abilities, they would also suffer from constant burning. 

after their bodies were covered in the lava of a flame demon, a flame demon’s scorching ray would turn 

any creature into heat-absorbing lava. 



everything within the creature’s body would turn into lava and their mana would turn into lava power. 

they would ultimately explode into a burst of lava. 

the pathetic birbo was bound to die a miserable death for planning to use human mages’ tactics to 

handle a pureblood flame demon. 

he hadn’t needed to use the innate ability of pureblood flame demons, nor had he needed to chant in 

abyssal. he only needed to open his mouth and spit. 

the battle was still on-going and the abyssal lifeforms’ eyes were crimson red from the killing. even if 

many of their opponents surrendered, they showed no quarter and killed. 

lin yun was standing in the rear, his throat feeling somewhat bad. he kept spitting out spheres of lava. 

he was still not used to the breath of a flame demon. 

it was like accumulating mouthfuls of saliva and spitting them out. he felt like there was always more 

saliva blocking his throat, it was a terrible feeling; 

a red-eyed crawler carelessly stepped on the lava lin yun spat out and its body was instantly covered in 

flames before being burnt to ashes in less than three seconds. 

lin yun kept spitting out spheres of lava and after a few unlucky abyssal lifeforms were turned to ashes, 

all abyssal lifeforms sensibly decided to remain far from their moody lord. 

the war ended soon, and all the participating abyssal armies were gathered. when the armies of both 

sides finished gathering, the numbers still didn’t reach his army’s original numbers. 

this was the difference between noscent’s wars and the abyss’ wars. conflict was everywhere in the 

abyss. every time there was a war, a large number of abyssal lifeforms would serve as cannon fodder. in 

large-scale wars, even demons might serve as cannon fodder. 

a large number of dead abyssal lifeforms would be exempt from consuming the already limited 

resources of the abyss, while even demon lords would be contributing large numbers of souls. 

as for these lifeforms dying in the abyss, most of their souls returned to the greater demon overlord 

ruling that layer. 

whether it was the abyss or hell, souls were always the favorite thing of greater demon overlords and 

greater devil overlords. especially for greater demon overlords, they were always in a bad mood due to 

the abyss’ resource situation and the only thing that allowed them to keep making progress were 

lifeforms’ souls. 

falling into a slumber was their way of reducing their power consumption. when they woke up, the layer 

would have accumulated souls due to the wars, enough to let the great demon overlord eat his fill. then, 

if there was no problem, they would go back into a slumber to slowly digest those souls. 

and thus, outside the abyss, as long as one knew a greater demon overlord’s name and used enough 

blood and souls as a sacrifice, their query would be answered. 

lin yun didn’t really pay attention to what happened post-war. he had plenty of pioneers in his army, 

crazily helping him develop new territories or supervise his current territories. 



as the lord of a territory, he only needed to wait for a large amount of precious natural resources to be 

offered to him as tribute. 

he diluted a bottle of mana water a few dozen times and threw the potions to his subordinates before 

entering the alchemy laboratory that the dark dwarves had rebuilt for the 19th time. 

three days later, a drop of lava carelessly fell to the ground and burnt the entire laboratory down 

because he was unable to control his bursting flames. 

lin yun had a dark expression as he silently walked out of the flames. he spat out a mouthful of lava and 

turned the burning ruins into a plain. like that, it didn’t need to be dismantled again. 

lin yun turned towards his spare laboratory. by the time he was far away, the scared dwarves silently 

used their fastest speed to clear up the ruins. they then used already prepared materials to build a 

laboratory there. even if the materials used were all fire resistant, they weren’t very effective and would 

be burnt into a pile of ruins within a few days. 

time rapidly flew by. after occupying a new territory, lin yun’s territory was already 5000-kilometer-

wide. this range was comparable to the territory of other demon overlords. although this wasn’t a fertile 

area, there weren’t many places that could compare to it. 

the territories to the west, south and east belonged to demon overlords, but it didn’t matter to lin yun 

when he entered his laboratory. that caught his subordinates, who had had their bloodlines improved or 

awakened by lin yun’s mana water, off guard. 

a demon had gone to ask lin yun’s opinion after encountering him coming out of a burning laboratory, 

but he ran out of luck and was burnt to ashes. since then, no one dared to use this kind of trivial matter 

to disturb lin yun. 

but they would obtain the mana water, an impossible existence in the abyss, if they crazily expanded 

their territory, so how could they stop? these crazy guys then put their sight on the north. 

the other three territories belonged to overlords, so they didn’t dare to provoke them and kept 

expanding towards the north, even if the further north they expanded, the more desolate it was. even 

the goblins, the least picky eaters who could even eat tribesmen, were unwilling to migrate north. 

less than two thousand kilometers north was a desert. there was nothing there apart from sand beasts 

and desert demons foraging the sand and even eating sand to allay their hunger. 

the only thing valuable was the ore emerging from the bottom of the desert as sand moved. those 

dense ores were huge and were also used by demon to construct the foundations of their steel forts. 

in order to build a steel fort for their ruler, they had to store up the materials in advance until they had 

enough to construct the steel fort, thus, frantic development and war kept unfolding. 

the huge army kept increasing in numbers, continuously expanding towards the north. 

by the time they developed over a thousand kilometer, these ore would be treated as spoils of war and 

sent to lin yun. 



lin yun was stunned as he saw those ore. as the demon kneeling on the group saw that his lord didn’t 

speak, he immediately panicked and hurriedly spoke, “great lord, these ores are very hard, they are 

for... for constructing the foundations of the steel fort, right, that’s what those dark little men said. 

“they said that by spreading it under the steel fort, it would guard against the dangers from 

underground. even the most powerful desert demon would be unable to enter your steel fort from 

underground...” 

lin yun held the ore and the flames within his palm suddenly rose up. the ore wrapped in blazing lava 

and flames remained heated. 

lin yun was already level 38 and the flames and lava flowing on the surface of his body had already 

reached a terrifying temperature, a drop would turn a crawler to ash within three seconds. 

but this ore burnt for more than ten seconds and only a tenth of its impurities had been burnt out, 

leaving a dark golden metal behind. no matter how bright the flame burnt, it didn’t shrink in the 

slightest. 

lin yun scattered the flames and looked at the dark golden ore in his hands with a stunned expression. 

eternal dark gold, known as a material to forge shields. after eternal gold essence is added, it would turn 

into a material immune to elemental power. the more chaotic the power, the stronger the resistance. 

the shelter tower would have a layer of eternal dark gold and eternal gold essence in the future, this 

gave it the power to resist against the void storm. 

as for the records of the decaying library, all of noscent’s eternal dark gold, as well as some surrounding 

planes’ eternal dark gold, barely managed to form a layer of protection. 

and in noscent, apart from some parts of the endless sea which produced some eternal dark gold, no 

other place on the continent produced it. 

it was recorded that the abyss also produced this precious metal, unfortunately, there wasn’t a huge 

amount. at least back then, the powerful mages established a few bases on the 200th layers and above, 

but they didn’t discover much. 

on they got into the 400th-500th layers, the powerful mages that ignited their god fires couldn’t enter 

the depths of the abyss and first turned their sight to the castle of a slumbering greater demon overlord 

and dug up some information regarding his fort. 

in fact, those powerful mages that ignited their god fire would only secretly sneak into the depths of the 

abyss. in places with slumbering great demon overlords, they would carefully restrict their power and 

definitely wouldn’t display power surpassing the heaven rank. 

if they started a war with a greater demon overlord in the depths of the abyss, no one aside from god-

like guys would be able to flee. 

now, he saw eternal dark gold there, in the middle layer of the abyss, and it was actually used as a 

foundation for steel forts... 

lin yun couldn’t remain calm. 



‘damn, if the shelter tower’s bricks had all been made of eternal dark gold and eternal essence gold, 

then the shelter tower would have been able to survive the world’s destruction. 

“dig! dig hard for me. kill whoever is blocking the path! excavate the entire desert. 

“whoever digs a large number of ores bigger than this one will be rewarded with a bottle of bloodline 

potion! 

“let those idiots know. if they want to successfully evolve into demons, they should be excavating this 

ore!” 

lin yun fiercely shouted at that goat-horned demon before throwing a dozen bottles of diluted mana 

water at that goat-horned demon’s face. 

the ecstatic goat-horned demon didn’t care about his bleeding nose and rushed out with a nasty grin 

while hugging the pile of potions. 

the so-called bloodline potion was just a bottle of mana water that lin yun had diluted in a jar. 

that thing wasn’t rare at all, but those demons didn’t know. 

throwing all the eternal dark gold into the demiplane, lin yun ignored his alchemy experiments and 

personally started inspecting this batch of eternal dark gold. 

‘damn, those crazy demons are a bunch of idiots. they actually used eternal dark gold for their 

foundations... f*cking idiots, that’s too formidable to be reduced to mere foundations... 

‘let alone desert demons, even an underground volcanic eruption would be blocked. as long as there are 

enough, even the attack of the planar source could be resisted. 

‘the stronger the power, the more resistant the eternal dark gold would be. as long as there was enough 

eternal dark gold, i would be able to build a defensive array in the demiplane so that even gods within 

the void would never be able to find my natural demiplane. 

‘void storm, elemental storm, spacetime storm, these things which could cause a lot of damage to the 

natural demiplane, would become a joke... 

‘a lot of uncertain and possible crises would be avoided in advance...’ 

lin yun anxiously appeared on the frontline battlefield and personally roused the abyssal army. when a 

dozen abyssal lifeforms awakened their bloodline, they evolved into some lesser demi-demons. as for 

the rest, lin yun didn’t need to take care of it. 

the frantic abyssal army became a group of hungry lunatic madmen that pounced towards the northern 

desert. 

a level 35 long ugly earthworm rose out of the desert, and his long toothed maw devoured fifty abyssal 

lifeforms at once. 

but the abyssal lifeforms didn’t flee in disarray, several thousand red-eyed abyssal lifeforms stared at 

the few pieces of eternal dark gold drilling out of the ground alongside it and rushed out as if they went 

crazy. 



an earthworm two-hundred-meter-long was torn into pieces by an army of level 10 to 20 abyssal 

lifeforms. 

Chapter 1162 Allied Armies 

This was just to confirm whether there were ores within the belly of the Abyssal Earthworm. Ultimately 

five pieces of Eternal Dark Gold were discovered. 

From that point on, all desert lifeforms would be torn to pieces. 

After attacking for a dozen days, the abyssal army already penetrated deep into the desert, making one 

guy unhappy. 

Slythrin had made the firm decision to leave his original place to come to this desert and had already 

gotten rid of a dozen abyssal lifeforms to vent. 

Sitting in an underground palace under the desert, floating yellow sand floated around Slythrin’s 

fingertips. His burning flames and black smoke-covered eyes were filled with frantic malice. 

‘Damn b*stard, I originally specially reincarnated as a Desert Demon, and I should have been able to rise 

extremely fast by relying on my quicksand spells, but apart from a desert, there had been only Demon 

Overlords around. 

‘I ran over ten thousand kilometers and almost died a few times before finding this suitable region, but 

who would have thought that that Lesser Demon Overlord would be killed before I even went to war 

with him. 

‘Damn, my luck is really bad. I don’t remember anyone reincarnating as a pureblood Flame Demon, this 

must be a descendant of Flame Demon Overlord. 

‘Those crazy and unreasonable Flame Demon Overlords are a group of lunatics that no one wishes to 

offend in the Abyss. 

‘Damn, forget it, since he wants to occupy the desert, I’ll let him occupy it. In any case, pureblood Flame 

Demons don’t particularly like deserts. Once he nominally occupies the territory, he won’t be doing 

anything towards the underground. 

‘At that time he will have to shift his attention to another place. After all, the three Demon Overlords to 

the south won’t wait for the pureblood Flame Demon’s territory to slowly expand next to them.’ 

Slythrin didn’t really have a sense of belonging towards the Abyss, he hid under the desert and 

pretended to be dead, completely ignoring the abyssal army rushing over. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t know that those crazy abyssal lifeforms only had a simple thought: excavating 

the desert to trade for Bloodline Potions. 

Lin Yun’s territory kept expanding and over half of the desert belonged to Lin Yun after a month. This 

was because the desert’s environment was too vile, and the deeper they went in, the more abyssal 

lifeforms died there. 



The losses of the abyssal army was more important than during a war. But that didn’t influence those 

abyssal lifeforms’ terrifying enthusiasm. 

These idiots were really prepared to excavate the entire desert. 

And Slythrin was right, the Demon Overlords in the eastern, western and southern territories already 

paid attention to this place. They didn’t want to let a pureblood Flame Demon wantonly expand towards 

their side. 

Because as time passed, Flame Demons would slowly turn their territory into a zone of volcano and lava. 

Under the guidance of the pureblood Flame Demon, volcanoes would keep appearing to alter the 

environment until it was suitable for them. 

And this kind of change was irreversible. As long as there was a pureblood Flame Demon, the area 

would soon turn into a field of volcanoes and lava, and as time passed, the surroundings would slowly 

turn into a world of flames. 

This was the most nasty way Flame Demons expanded their territories. Many Flame Demons dominated 

the world because there were only flames and lava. Apart from Demons that liked flames and lava, no 

Demon would be willing to remain in this kind of world filled with sulfur, and without a single drop of 

water. 

The Shade Fiend Overlord east of Lin Yun had already dispatched many Shades to collect information in 

Lin Yun’s territory. 

The western territory had just finished a war, the Demon Overlord had been suppressed and a Purple-

Eyed Demon Overlord already occupied this territory. Since Lin Yun, a Demon that wasn’t an Overlord, 

was blocking his expansion path, the only thing he could do was starting a war! 

As a Demon whose brain wasn’t completely filled with lava, the Purple-Eyed Demon Overlord 

dispatched his own mount as a pathfinder. 

With wings spanning over a hundred and fifty meters, the Lightning Eagle flew at high altitude in the 

chaotic Abyss. His eyes flickering with lightning could see everything within a few kilometers. 

Indeed, this Lightning Eagle was the pitiful Dubois. His current status was the mount of a Purple-Eyed 

Demon Overlord. His Overlord was in the middle of a campaign and just killed the Overlord of the 

territory adjacent to Lin Yun’s, and the next territory he planned on plundering was Lin Yun. 

Fluttering within the deep black clouds, he kept looking down from the clouds to quickly observe Lin 

Yun’s territory. 

The abyssal army didn’t know what was hidden above them, and no Demon would care if someone was 

peeping from the sky. 

In any case, the final outcome would be a war, and it would be a melee when the war started, so who 

would care about someone spying on them. 

This wasn’t the first time Dubois came to another Demon’s territory to spy. His Overlord had been able 

to plunder the territory west of Lin Yun’s so quickly in large part due to Dubois’ guidance. 



He followed Lin Yun’s long and narrow territory before flying towards his steel fort. Just as he was taking 

a look, he saw a building exploding within the steel fort. 

A pureblood Flame Demon covered in blazing lava and flames walked out of the flame-covered building 

and then turned to spit a glaring bright mouthful of lava. 

After a few seconds, the flames dissipated and the originally pitch-black building turned into a pile of 

ashes and only a remnant of lava remained on the ground. 

The pureblood Flame Demon held a piece of dark golden metal and kept using flames to heat it. He then 

kept spitting out runes on that piece of dark golden metal. 

As every rune fell on the dark golden metal, the dark golden metal started emitting a faint halo. Soon, 

faint halo thoroughly enveloped that piece of dark golden metal. 

The pureblood Flame Demon suddenly stopped and looked at the sky. Dubois hurriedly flew up to hide 

back into that black cloud. 

Above that black cloud, Dubois was still in shock. 

‘Damn, who is that guy? Sh*t, a pureblood Flame Demon understanding alchemy? 

‘Raphael? No, I remember Raphael reincarnating into a Storm Demon... 

‘F*ck, that guy is Mafa Merlin! 

‘He hadn’t reincarnated into an ugly Abyssal Magic Bug, he tricked everyone and reincarnated into a 

pureblood Flame Demon!’ 

Fluttering above the black cloud, Dubois forgo his plan to fly down and fight. 

‘No good, I can’t fight like this. Mafa Merlin has reincarnated into a pureblood Flame Demon. If he can 

continue to experiment with alchemy, he might be able to refine some Magic Tools. 

‘And who knows what other tricks there are in his steel fort? A Demon’s steel fort isn’t something a 

Level 37 Lightning Eagle can break through...’ 

The biggest benefit of having reincarnated as a Lightning Eagle was the ability to fly. After having 

obtained a large amount of resources, he had recently leveled up to Level 37. 

But Mafa Merlin was unexpectedly already Level 38. His leveling speed was terrifyingly fast. It would be 

a pity if he didn’t make use of such a good opportunity to get rid of Mafa Merlin. 

‘I heard that Mafa Merlin is a very vengeful person. As long as he has the opportunity, he would 

definitely get rid of me. If he knew I reincarnated as a Lightning Eagle and that I was only Level 37, he 

would definitely spare no cost to come get rid of me. 

In any case, he didn’t care how many of those stupid abyssal lifeforms would die within the Abyss. 

‘No, I have to get rid of him first. That stupid Purple-Eyed Demon’s head is filled lava, as long as I 

instigate him a bit, he’ll definitely personally attack Mafa Merlin’s territory. 



‘No, Mafa Merlin is a crafty guy, who knows what he prepared. That Purple-Eyed Demon won’t be able 

to get rid of him. 

‘If Mafa Merlin doesn’t die and learns who I am, then even if I leave the Abyss, I wouldn’t be able to live 

without having to lower my head. 

‘To have become the mount of a Demon, sh*t, that damned Purple-Eyed Demon Overlord had better die 

with Merlin. 

‘It’s said that there is a Shade Fiend east of Mafa Merlin, and a Desert Demon to his north. 

‘Right, I should instigate that Desert Demon and that Shade Fiend to get rid of Mafa Merlin together. 

Two Demon Overlords and a strange Desert Demon would definitely be able to get rid of Mafa Merlin. 

I absolutely can’t let him leave the Abyss alive. If that guy has an opportunity, he’ll definitely retaliate 

against me because of what happened before.’ 

Dubois’ gaze flickered as he once again poked his head out of the black cloud to peek at Mafa Merlin in 

his steel fort. He then immediately flew above the black cloud towards the Purple-Eyed Demon’s 

territory. 

After having returned to the territory, Dubois immediately started instigating the Purple-Eyed Demon. 

“Lord, there is truly a Level 38 pureblood Flame Demon over there. This must be the plot of a Flame 

Demon Overlord. I saw an alchemy laboratory over there. 

“Damnit, there must be a Demon understanding alchemy within. After all, no Flame Demon understands 

abyssal alchemy. There must be a huge plot in the making. 

“I also saw a large number of abyssal lifeforms dying, there are more deaths than during a war. That 

pureblood Flame Demon is definitely setting up an altar and using blood and souls to summon a Flame 

Demon Overlord! 

“If he isn’t killed, this territory would become a Flame Demon paradise! 

“Lord, we should let that Shade Fiend in the east know of this matter, as well as the Desert Demon in 

the north and the Overlord in the south. 

“They definitely won’t watch as this happens. After all, if a pureblood Flame Demon Overlord appear 

here, it wouldn’t take long before our territory turn into a zone of lava and volcanoes 

“There would be no more sweet fruits, only thick flesh with a heavy smell of sulfur...” 

Dubois’ words were frightening as he explained that the consequences of not killing Lin Yun were 

terrifying. 

In fact, the crafty Demon had been somewhat doubtful, but he couldn’t handle it when he heard about 

his territory transforming into a field of volcanoes and lava... 

It was because this was the infamous method Flame Demons used to expand their territory, this was 

real. 



Moreover, by roping in the other Demon Overlords, he wouldn’t be suffering from a potential retaliation 

of a Flame Demon Overlord on his own. 

As long as there was no Flame Demon Overlord in his layer, the so-called retaliation wouldn’t be too 

strong. After all, all Demon Overlords didn’t like Flame Demons appearing in a world without a Flame 

Demon Overlord. 

As for the lobbying, it fell onto Dubois’ head. The southern Demon Overlord didn’t see Dubois because 

he had already started a war with a Demon Overlord further south, and the battle was already heated as 

both Overlords were fighting. 

As for the eastern Shade Fiend, the lobbying was very easy. The only requirement was to split the 

territory and cooperate. 

As he kept flying towards the northern desert after having convinced one Demon Overlord, he soon saw 

Slythrin reincarnated as a Desert Demon. 

When he saw the sand fluttering around Slythrin’s claws, Dubois immediately thought of him. This was 

Slythrin’s habit, he was constantly controlling sand, anytime, anywhere. 

“Slythrin?” 

‘Damn, that’s perfect! This Desert Demon is actually Slythrin! 

‘It was said that Mafa Merlin got rid of the Quicksand Tower’s mages within the Raging Flame 

Battlefield, one of which was Slythrin’s nephew. 

‘Slythrin definitely wants to retaliate against Mafa Merlin. He definitely won’t pass up on such a good 

opportunity!’ 

Dubois shrunk his body and turned into a two-meter-tall Lightning Eagle before using his magic power to 

condense a rune. This rune was Dubois’ personal runic signature, even if it was only a shape now and 

didn’t possess the mana fluctuations belonging to Dubois. 

“Sir Slythrin, I am Dubois. I didn’t expect to see you there!” 

The sand fluttering within Slythrin’s fingers disappeared and his cold eyes gazed upon Dubois. 

“Sir Emissary, I think you have made a mistake, the name bestowed upon me by the Abyss is Darwin 

Dlo.” 

Dubois was stunned, but he immediately smiled. 

“Sir Slythrin, I don’t have any evil intent. I think you are still unaware, but the pureblood Flame Demon 

attacking your territory is Mafa Merlin!” 

Slythrin instantly exclaimed. 

“What? That damned Flame Demon is Mafa Merlin?” 

Slythrin reacted before finishing his sentence, this outburst was admitting his own identity. 

Slythrin remained silent while Dubois kept enticing him. 



“Sir Slythrin, you don’t need to be so vigilant against me. Don’t you know that I have unforgettable 

memories with Mafa Merlin? 

“That damned guy acted against my two disciples, one of them was mercilessly killed in front of me, 

while the other is suppressed somewhere unknown. 

“He then forcibly occupied my fort and made me pay a huge humiliating price before returning my fort. 

“I really regret not getting rid of him while he was still small and weak. It was too late and I thought 

there would be no opportunity to get rid of him. 

“Now, the opportunity has come, he is only a Flame Demon without the backing of a Flame Demon 

Overlord. He is only a Level 38 Flame Demon! 

“As for our allied armies, we have two Demon Overlords, Sir Slythrin, and I. We can absolutely make 

Mafa Merlin sink in the Abyss forever. 

“You should know that Mafa Merlin is the type of person to hold grudges. As long as we offended him, 

he would definitely remember it. As long as he has an opportunity, he would frantically retaliate. He is a 

crazy mad dog, we have to get rid of him. 

“By the time he returned, he would definitely look for an opportunity to get rid of us! 

“Furthermore, that guy is proficient in alchemy. Even though he has reincarnated as a Flame Demon, he 

hasn’t given up on alchemy. Who knows what kind of method he’ll come up with. 

“Thus, this time, my current Lord and the eastern Shade Fiend would block both sides, with Sir Slythrin, 

we can surround him and he would absolutely be screwed!” 

Dubois kept trying to entice him and even carelessly used Abyssal Language. 

Almost all abyssal lifeforms understood Abyssal Language, and it would have a peculiar effect when 

used. 

There would be cursing power when cursing, and when some powerful Demons cursed at weaker 

abyssal lifeforms, it would quickly bring disaster to those weaker abyssal lifeforms. 

And while enticing, the Abyssal Language would have a powerful enticing power. No one could sense it, 

but it would directly affect soul power. 

Slythrin also didn’t notice that Dubois was already using Abyssal Language. 

But his heart felt that Dubois’ words were making sense. There would be no opportunity for revenge 

after leaving the Abyss. 

Chapter 1163 Begging for Forgiveness 

“alright, sir dubois, you are right. mafa merlin is getting stronger and stronger. he isn’t even a genuine 

heaven rank powerhouse but his strength is already higher than a 1st rank heaven powerhouse. if that 

continues, we would never have the opportunity to take revenge. 

“when will the war against that hateful mafa merlin start?” 



a smile appeared on dubois’ face. 

“sir slythrin, please rest assured, mafa merlin is definitely going to die. our alliance would be completely 

assembled within a month and all our forces will be used against mafa merlin. 

“remember, when the crimson sun sets for the thirtieth time is when we will be launching an all-out 

attack against mafa merlin to get rid of that stupid guy!” 

dubois left with a satisfied expression. now they were flanking from three sides, their armies added up 

to several hundred thousand abyssal lifeforms and two demon overlords. this wasn’t something a 

demon lord that had yet to reach level 40 could handle. 

slythrin’s face turned ice-cold after dubois left. 

‘that b*stard actually used abyssal language to entice me. idiot, how could i not know what you are 

trying to pull? 

‘being attacked by two overlords, mafa merlin would definitely run towards the north. so i would be the 

one blocking his retreat. 

‘it would be better for you that i die with mafa merlin so that no one learn what happened to you in the 

abyss. 

‘hell, as a heaven rank powerhouse, he actually became the mount of a demon overlord. he definitely 

will get rid of humans and beastmen that learnt of this, he won’t let anyone bring this news back. 

‘thus, after getting rid of mafa merlin, he’ll definitely want to get rid of me... 

‘stupid guy, do you think i don’t know how selfish and cruel demons are? after getting rid of mafa 

merlin, those so-called allies would immediately become enemies. 

‘in any case, with two demon overlords, mafa merlin is definitely dead. i just have to hide in this vile 

desert; as long as i don’t come out, those two demon overlords also won’t be able to get rid of me. 

‘i’ll slowly wait for time to pass and leave this abyss when i reach level 40. their destroyed world would 

have nothing to do with me.’ 

slythrin was determined to watch the show and absolutely wouldn’t leave the protection of the vile 

desert. 

time passed, and the speed at which lin yun collected eternal dark gold increased. more and more 

eternal dark gold was excavated. the deeper in the desert, the purer the excavated eternal dark gold 

was. there would even be some extremely pure eternal dark gold that had been refined by the desert 

after half a month, more than half of the surface area of the desert had fallen in lin yun’s hands. 

and there was an amazing discovery. 

in the center of the desert, sand waves kept flowing and were half made of eternal dark gold ores. 

in other words, this was a huge mine of eternal dark gold. the sand only needed to be refined with 

burning flames to remove all of the impurities and leave behind pure eternal dark gold! 



after obtaining that news, lin yun personally appeared in the depths of the desert. as for that desert 

demon who had been hiding under the desert, lin yun completely ignored him. he would do so as long 

as he stayed out of the way. 

now, in the depths of the desert, lin yun summoned syudos. 

he hadn’t dared to casually summon syudos before because he was afraid that the extraordinary 

power’s fluctuations would be noticed by the greater demon overlord. 

at that time, the greater demon overlord might have personally come to take away the book of mantras. 

after all, an extraordinary magic book conformed to most demons’ requirements. 

but he later found out that the ruler of this layer had already sunk into a slumber for over ten thousand 

years. lin yun remembered that the 333th layer’s ruler was apparently slumbering. in the future, 

humans would come here, but that greater demon overlord wouldn’t wake up. 

a powerhouse surpassing the heaven rank would emit mana fluctuations stronger than an extraordinary 

magic tool. 

then, lin yun had syudos light a fire in the center of the desert. 

it was impossible for the eternal dark gold to be burnt down, while sand and magic beasts would be 

completely burnt into nothingness. 

even the other metals within the desert would be burnt into nothingness. eternal dark gold was the only 

thing needed. in any case, the other materials weren’t precious. 

a gate covered in flames appeared in the center of the desert and emitted terrifying mana fluctuations. 

following the appearance of the flaming gates, the nasty desert environment was suppressed and those 

sand storms and tornadoes instantly disappeared. 

the sand waves were also pressured by this terrifying power. 

the aura of extraordinary magic power followed the sand, spread underground and slowly shook an 

underground palace a few hundred meters deep. 

slythrin, hiding within that underground palace, suddenly had a change of expression. he quickly spat 

out abyssal runes. 

as these abyssal runes dissipated, sand rapidly condensed on the surface and converged into a fist-sized 

demon eye. 

as the demon eye was condensed, it looked at the several-dozen-meter tall flaming gates. 

it looked like the gates to an ancient shrine. there were pillars on both sides carved with mysterious 

patterns, and atop the gates was a sphere of fire attentively watching the gates. and within that sphere 

of fire was an ancient book. 

the two doors making up those gates were covered in numerous incantations that slowly roamed about. 

then, the gates slowly opened and a world full of boundless flames appeared behind. 



in an instant, that terrifying flaming sea was like a flood coming out of a flood gate as it frantically 

surged out of the gates. 

the demon eye slythrin was controlling evaporated from the terrible heat before even coming in contact 

with the flames. 

under the desert, cold sweat kept trickling down slythrin’s forehead and his mana fluctuations started 

becoming chaotic. 

‘damnit, damnit, mafa merlin discovered me! 

‘shit, that’s a magic tool! it’s mafa merlin’s magic tool! 

‘how could he carry his magic tool into the endless abyss?! f*ck! it’s actually an extraordinary magic 

tool! and one with an awakened incarnation! 

‘that guy definitely discovered me! he is using that extraordinary magic tool to burn the entire desert 

into nothingness. 

‘i knew it, mafa merlin is definitely not that easy to kill. that idiot dubois couldn’t kill mafa merlin before 

he had the power of a heaven rank powerhouse and even got his fort snatched. 

‘now he is definitely not mafa merlin’s opponent, yet he wants to take advantage of this opportunity to 

get rid of mafa merlin? 

‘impossible! he is screwed... 

‘two demon overlords wouldn’t be enough for mafa merlin to fall. that’s an extraordinary magic tool 

with an incarnation! 

‘moreover, i remember that mafa merlin seemed to have a peak true spirit magic tool with an 

incarnation possessing wisdom. damn, these two magic tools are equivalent to two heaven rank 

powerhouses. 

‘this is a trap, i remember mafa merlin choosing to reincarnate as an abyssal magic bug. everyone saw 

that, yet now he is a pureblood flame demon? 

‘there must be a secret we can’t comprehend. damnit, i can’t go on like this. if this continues and mafa 

merlin burns the entire desert into nothingness, then i would definitely die. 

‘damnit, this kind of unfathomable guy definitely has many powerful cards. i need to go out now...’ 

slythrin somewhat collapsed the moment he saw lin yun’s book of mantras, especially as he felt more 

and more heat gathering above him. he could clearly feel the desert melting above him and a large 

amount of sand being melted into nothingness. 

those few hundred meters of sand protection were a joke at this moment, because there was no need 

to reach that far down, overtime, that terrifying heat would end up steaming him alive like a crab. 

cold sweat kept dripping from his forehead. the more he thought, the more he felt that this was a huge 

plot. lin yun was luring them in to get rid of them. 



there was no need to ask anything, everyone was only able to enter the abyss as souls and couldn’t use 

a single iota of mana, yet lin yun’s extraordinary magic tool went through? 

‘this is a trap! 

‘from the start, he kept putting pressure and frantically rushed to the center of the desert. then, he 

summoned the extraordinary magic tool to burn the center of the desert, and burn all lifeforms living 

within to death.’ 

after coming to that conclusion, slythrin no longer hid and controlled layers of sand to cover his body as 

he rushed towards the surface. 

as he was seven to eight meters away from the surface, slythrin felt as if he had jumped into scalding 

lava. the surrounding sand had already melted into a pile of dense blazing and sticky liquid. and the heat 

coming from above was even greater. 

the sweating slythrin no longer dared to rush upward, the death aura above his head clearly let him 

know that he would be burnt to ashes within a few seconds if he fell into those flames... no, he wouldn’t 

even leave ashes behind. 

after all, he was only a desert demon above level 30. without the power of the heaven rank and without 

the endless sand to defend himself, he would die very quickly within that sea of flames. 

“sir merlin, i surrender, i surrender. please withdraw those terrifying flames...” slythrin shrieked. 

his voice pierced through the scalding lava to reach the surface. this made lin yun frown. 

he originally thought that there was just an ordinary desert demon below, he hadn’t expected it to be 

someone having reincarnated into a desert demon. moreover, they knew his identity. 

ignoring slythrin’s shout, lin yun kept having syudos burn the center of the desert. as the flames burned, 

many pieces of eternal dark gold as small as grains of sand could be seen heating up. as long as 

everything evaporated, including the lava, all that would be left would be the eternal dark god. 

slythrin roared twice, but sensing the flames above his head covering several kilometers not dissipating 

and instead spreading out further and further, traces of fear slowly made their way onto slythrin’s face. 

‘damnit, that guy really discovered me. no, he might have discovered that stupid dubois’ plot and he 

now came to get rid of me first... 

‘no good, i can’t die a meaningless death. that idiot dubois became the mount of a demon overlord and 

will definitely plot my death afterwards. why should i even fight mafa merlin to death? 

‘and how would that be considered a fight. that damned guy possesses an extraordinary magic tool. i 

don’t want to die here...’ 

“sir merlin, i surrender, please put away your flames. there is no hatred between us. i wasn’t that close 

to my damned nephew, i have no plan to avenge him. 

“i warned him long ago to not provoke those he couldn’t afford to provoke or he would deserve his 

death. it’s his own fault that he died. 



“that treacherous birbo came looking for me before. she wanted to assassinate sir merlin but i flatly 

refused. it’s true! sir merlin, this really has nothing to do with me. 

“ah, right, it’s that lowly b*stard dubois! he now became the mount of a filthy demon overlord, such a 

disgraceful mount. 

“this is his plot, he enticed that stupid purple-eyed demon and that shade fiend to come kill you and 

snatch your territory in order to let your soul sink into the abyss. 

“he also came to persuade me, but i didn’t agree... no, he used abyssal language to entice me so i 

reluctantly agreed, but it no longer mattered after sobering up. 

“it truly has nothing to do with me, sir merlin, we could have a good cooperation without hatred, please 

believe me. sir merlin...” 

slythrin slowly sunk underground. the flames covering the area were like a huge cover falling down. as 

time passed, the flames transformed into a hemisphere that wrapped the desert within. 

everything inside was being burnt into nothingness. slythrin wanted to escape, but he was really 

panicking. 

he fearfully begged for forgiveness and ruthlessly sold out dubois even though he had been planning to 

watch the show from the start. 

slythrin burst in horror as he absolved himself of everything. he even used his own soul to swear that he 

said the truth. 

lin yun stood on the surface, doubtfully scratching his head before finally understanding what was going 

on. 

‘this fool thought i came to get rid of him ahead of time because i discovered their plot?’ 

lin yun couldn’t help chuckling. slythrin was overthinking, but lin yun didn’t intend to tell him that his 

coming was unrelated to him and that he only came here to extract the eternal dark gold. 

naturally, it wouldn’t matter if he casually killed any demon hidden in the desert. 

as time passed, slythrin had no choice but to continue diving towards the depths of the desert. but the 

further down he dove, the closer he was to death. 

the hemisphere formed from flames already pierced a few hundred meters under the ground, and it was 

continuing downward. the vile underground environment and huge pressure was something a desert 

demon couldn’t handle. 

if he was unlucky and met an underground pulsation, it wouldn’t be impossible for him to die from the 

pressure. 

slythrin was more and more frightened, no one was willing to die, especially such a sullen death. 

moreover, he would be dying a meaningless death in the abyss, that would be even more sullen. 

‘dubois, you shameful mount, you lost all your reputation as a human mage. you are the cause of my 

death. damn guy, how could mafa merlin know i was here, only a despicable scoundrel like you knew. 



‘this must be dubois discreetly leaking that information, which made mafa merlin think i was going to 

act against him. thus he came to get rid of me in advance and burn me to death. 

‘i definitely can’t die. damnit, mafa merlin already can’t be provoked, i can’t die such an unjust death...’ 

slythrin’s shaking voice kept begging for forgiveness from underground, he kept cursing dubois and 

swearing that he had no plan on participating in dubois’ conspiracy and had at most planned on 

watching. 

as slythrin thoroughly despaired, a passage suddenly opened amidst the flames continuously falling 

upon him. as he looked at the passage, he didn’t dare to think whether it was a trap or not and 

frantically rushed through this flameless passage. 

sensing the golden red hellfire, the ashen gray corrosive fire, and the tangerine high-level elemental 

flames, slythrin felt as if he was walking on the edge of death. as long as he was ever so slightly infected, 

he would definitely be screwed. 

after he rushed out of the ground, slythrin cautiously followed that passage while shrinking his body to 

the extreme. 

once he left the range of the flames, slythrin looked as if he exhausted all his strength and limply lied 

down on the ground, rejoicing as if he had gotten a new lease on life after a calamity. 

lin yun didn’t pay attention to slythrin and had syudos continue to release flames from the book of 

mantras to burn the ores in the depths of the desert. enderfa was controlling the slowly rotating ten 

thousand spell wheel and floated behind lin yun. 

the few magic gems embedded in the ten thousand spell wheel had been replaced by the purest deep 

crimson cores. there seemed to be chaotic magic power within the calmness. one thought from enderfa 

was all that was needed for the ten thousand spell wheel to burst with a terrifying chaotic elemental 

storm that would tear slythrin apart. 

as he saw the ten thousand spell wheel, slythrin became well-behaved and more resolute. he sat on the 

ground and didn’t dare to stand and then anxiously looked at enderfa. 

“it’s quite suitable for a mage of the quicksand tower, to reincarnate as a desert demon, but i was under 

the impression that those desert demons were troublesome guys just like pureblood flame demons. 

how could a desert demon like yourself be in such a miserable state? 

“for you to have such a small desert as territory. any random desert demon overlord could control a 

numbered layer, not to mention those unnumbered lower planes...” 

enderfa ridiculed slythrin, but slythrin remained silent and acted as if he hadn’t heard enderfa’s three 

faces mocking him. 

Chapter 1164 Altar 

a desert demon with a level in the mid-30 facing an incarnation with wisdom controlling a first-rate true 

spirit magic tool. he wasn’t an idiot, he knew that the best course of action was to remain silent and act 

as if he didn’t hear anything. 



enderfa laughed at slythrin for a bit before getting bored since he couldn’t get any reaction from the 

mute and deaf slythrin. 

slythrin waited on the side and made himself as small as possible as he calmly waited for lin yun to finish 

burning the desert. 

as time passed, slythrin understood that pieces of golden metal were mixed within the burnt desert. 

slowly, the amount of lava reduced and more dark golden metal appeared. 

this time, slythrin finally understood that lin yun was refining metal and treated the few kilometers 

range of the desert as a one-time use mine. 

but after seeing this, slythrin felt more and more that his decision had been very wise. 

‘damn, mafa merlin didn’t even take the initiative to get rid of me. in his eyes, i might already be 

unworthy of him doing the job himself. 

‘the flames released by that extraordinary magic tool actually cover several kilometers. a fire 1st rank 

heaven mage definitely isn’t that powerful, and the flames released by those flaming gates seems 

almost infinite. 

‘since mafa merlin can bring his own magic tools, then he definitely has a way to take those extracted 

magic materials out. 

‘we can’t take away any precious resource of the abyss, so we don’t really care. but mafa merlin is 

different. this kind of dark golden metal must be very precious... it feels like i’ve seen it somewhere. 

‘forget it, it doesn’t matter. it would really be an unjust death if i got infected by the flames... that idiot 

dubois is truly courting death if he wants to fight mafa merlin. 

‘he was really lucky to live to this day after almost killing mafa merlin. 

‘he should have been grateful that mafa merlin didn’t even look for him, yet he actually took the 

initiative to plot against mafa merlin. 

‘that stupid idiot deserves to have turned into a filthy demon’s mouth. he is really courting death, that 

stupid idiot’s head is definitely full of lava like those demons. 

‘hmpf, just wait for death. you only have two demon overlords while mafa merlin has a first-rate true 

spirit magic tool and an extraordinary magic tool. who knows if mafa merlin still has other methods. 

‘as long as there are more, those two foolish demon overlords bewitched by dubois would definitely 

suffer a very miserable death.’ 

the flames coming from the book of mantras’ flame world burned for three days within three kilometers 

and left a huge hole. 

on the edge of the hole, the melted sand formed an eight-meter-thick glass wall. looking at it from 

above, it was like a three-kilometer-wide glass cup had suddenly appeared in the desert. 



it was four to five hundred-meter-deep and everything within had been burnt into nothingness. only 

chunks of eternal dark gold had fallen to the bottom of the hole. 

lin yun floated towards the bottom of the hole and opened his demiplane to summon a group of 

puppets to carry those chunks of eternal dark gold into his demiplane. 

after a few minutes, lin yun returned to the surface of the desert. slythrin was still obediently sitting 

there. 

“when the crimson sun sets for the 13th time from today, those two demon overlords will jointly attack 

your territory.” 

lin yun barely arrived that slythrin promptly told him this news. 

lin yun attentively stared at slythrin and cold sweat started trickling down the latter’s back. 

after no less than ten seconds, lin yun suddenly opened his mouth, “there are a lot of sand-like ores 

mixed with the sand, can you throw those into this hole?” 

after hearing those words, slythrin sighed in relief and promptly nodded. 

“there is no problem, desert demons are the most experts at this kind of thing. this desert also has many 

abyssal lifeforms that are expert at stealthily moving through the desert.” 

lin yun nodded and turned to lead enderfa and syudos away. 

slythrin’s appearance was an unexpected accident. lin yun was a bit surprised at slythrin’s words, but he 

didn’t really care. 

instead, he was puzzled at how to treat slythrin. this guy had been malicious before, but he changed for 

some unknown reason, he even sold dubois out. 

after thinking for a bit, lin yun understood. if people knew that the arrogant dubois had become the 

mount of a demon, he would never be able to wash that stain in his life and he would never be able to 

raise his head in the future. 

it wouldn’t be surprising if he was laughed to death by other heaven rank powerhouses. 

since slythrin knew of that matter, dubois would definitely get rid of him after the plot is complete. 

after lin yun’s magic tool was revealed, slythrin thoroughly defected. retaliation? how could he dare... 

this guy surrendered but lin yun couldn’t take him with him. dubois would definitely be alerted if he 

took him with him. the abyss’ dwellers don’t have a sense of secrecy. 

in the end, he remembered that slythrin was a mage of the quicksand tower and was now a desert 

demon with all the abyssal lifeforms within the area under his control. 

‘isn’t he the best miner? i’ll just have this guy lead those abyssal lifeforms to excavate ores from the 

desert and throw them into that hole. i’ll only have to come and pick them up.’ 

as for whether slythrin would double-cross him, lin yun simply didn’t care. 



because this was the abyss, he wouldn’t be able to run before advancing to level 40. slythrin would have 

to wash his neck and wait for his death if he tried to double-cross him. 

obviously, slythrin wasn’t the kind of person who would give up his life for dubois... 

after returning to his territory, lin yun started thinking on how he should face the two demon overlords. 

heaven rank demon overlords weren’t something he could get rid of at the moment. he was a level 38 

pureblood flame demon. although his bloodline was considered to be a silver bloodline, he wasn’t 

powerful enough to get rid of two demon overlords. 

as he thought about it, lin yun quietly appeared at the intersection of the three territories. countless 

lives had been lost in this battlefield, it was full of bones as the flesh had been licked clean by the greedy 

and hungry abyssal lifeforms. the earth turned dark red and a foul bloody smell could be felt when 

approaching. 

as he walked around the quiet battlefield, lin yun left burnt black marks on his wake. black smoke curled 

around those burnt black marks and transformed into abyssal runes that merged within the earth. 

lin yun rapidly walked around the battlefield, leaving burnt black runes behind which formed a huge 

array. but it was actually a relatively simple basic array. 

this was a new method of portraying runes that lin yun had researched as a flame demon. holding a pen 

to write runes was impossible as even steel pens would melt instantly. 

condensing the runes under his feet and then imprinting them onto the earth was the fastest method. 

he took a trip around this seven-kilometer-big battlefield. those black runes merged with the earth but 

the entire battlefield didn’t look any different. 

after leaving the battlefield, lin yun returned to the steel fort and swallowed a few dozen bottles of pure 

mana water. he used the properties of the abyssal magic bug to rapidly reach level 39. the restriction of 

the pureblood flame demon’s bloodline finally appeared at this level. 

pureblood flame demon would reach level 39 when they reached adulthood. if they wanted to advance 

to level 40 and obtain extraordinary power, they would need a very long accumulation of power and 

comprehension. 

naturally, comprehension didn’t exist for demons. there was only war, battle, slaughter. in slaughter and 

battle, they would be able to find the power allowing them to keep leveling up. 

without even thinking twice, lin yun proceeded with the transformation and a pitch-black cocoon 

appeared once more. even more runes appeared on the surface of the black cocoon, and the surface of 

each rune seemed to have turned dark golden. 

the aura of the pureblood flame demon slowly dissipated, to be replaced by the aura of an even more 

powerful bloodline. 

a large amount of mana water had been poured into a pond by lin yun and that big cocoon was 

swallowing that pond’s mana water, speeding up the process a few times. 



ten days passed and dubois sent a smaller lightning eagle to the desert. 

“desert demon, when the sun disappears two more times from the sky is when we will launch an attack. 

your mission is to stop that pureblood flame demon. if you can’t block him, then you’ll have to suffer 

our overlord’s fury!” 

the domineering lightning eagle said his words before leaving, completely ignoring slythrin. 

slythrin had a dark expression as he stood on the ground, the sand revolving around his hand dissipated 

and he dispelled the idea to kill that lightning eagle. 

‘damned dubois, you are but a mere demon’s mount, yet you dare to send a stupid abyssal lifeform to 

humiliate me instead of notifying me yourself? 

‘f*ck, fortunately i already saw mafa merlin. mafa merlin didn’t react much these days. he knows that 

this isn’t something he can ignore. arrogant demon overlords, stupid dubois, you’ll definitely pay a 

disastrous price. 

‘is mafa merlin someone easy to push around? 

‘that unpredictable guy’s soul entered the abyss, yet he was still able to summon his magic tools. he is 

really frightening. moreover, that guy’s strength isn’t limited to casting abilities, he might be able to 

summon an army... 

‘no, i wouldn’t be surprised if that guy suddenly summoned a heaven rank powerhouse... 

‘i’ll just sincerely help mafa merlin collect the ores here. although i don’t know what use he has for those 

ores, i won’t be able to bring those ores back when i return to my body anyway. in any case, no matter 

what happens, i won’t bother mafa merlin. no matter how they fight, this has nothing to do with me. 

on another side, in the purple-eyed demon overlord’s territory, dubois was loudly praising his “lord”. 

“my lord, that stupid pureblood flame demon is definitely screwed. we have already gathered over forty 

thousand people in our army. and aside from my invincible lord, we have over forty powerful demon 

above level 35 

“that flame demon’s plot is bound to be destroyed in the lord’s hands. that stupid shade fiend isn’t weak 

either, but after the victory, that guy’s territory would belong to lord. 

“maybe lord will advance and become a black iron overlord soon. i believe that when the greater demon 

overlord awakens, he would definitely praise lord for his contribution.” 

dubois has almost become accustomed to being an abyssal lifeform, he was continuously boot-licking in 

abyssal language and it invisibly carried enticing power, making that purple-eyed overlord with purple 

flames around his eyes continuously laugh. 

how could those uncultured demons understand flattery, they didn’t have much resistance against it. 

some unsubtle vulgar flattery even seemed to produce better effects. 

dubois changed his way of flattering and had now become the favorite existence of that purple-eyed 

overlord, even if his status was still that of a mount. 



the army got on the move and the crazy abyssal lifeforms rushed towards the battlefield between the 

three territories. this was the custom of demons’ wars, territories had to be invaded little by little. 

this custom would undoubtedly make the deaths and injuries of abyssal lifeforms even more disastrous, 

but those idiots would never go extinct. there was so much cannon fodder that demon overlord just 

didn’t care. 

instead, the huge amount of souls that arose were necessary sacrifices to stronger demon overlords. 

the territories of existences like abyssal devil kings, which had an even greater longing for souls, were 

always at war. the wars wouldn’t stop even when they were slumbering. 

dubois flew at a high altitude and coldly watched the battlefield with a sneer. 

‘mafa merlin, let’s see what you can do now. stupid guy, no matter what you do, you are bound to be 

torn apart by two demon overlords, your soul will sink in the abyss for all eternity. 

‘hateful guy, you were lucky last time, but you can’t escape your fate this time. i have to get rid of you 

this time, i want to watch you die.’ 

on this huge bloody battlefield, a large army of abyssal lifeforms rushed from the three sides. over a 

million abyssal lifeforms ended up converging on this bloody battlefield 

according to the abyss’ customs, this kind of war had to be carried out on the border between their 

three territories, and there was only one region that bordered all three territories, this bloody 

battlefield. 

abyssal lifeforms rushed into this battlefield and immediately started a chaotic slaughter. the abyssal 

battlefield, this life grinding tool, was once again operating. every second, a few hundred abyssal 

lifeforms died in there. 

those dead abyssal lifeforms’ bodies were torn apart for the most part and blood irrigated the earth, 

before following the earth and seeping underground. 

in the depths of the earth, abyssal runes forming a circle lit up one after another after being irrigated by 

blood. the blood on the floor started permeating the earth. 

the souls of the dead abyssal lifeforms were also torn apart under the earth, and a faint layer of black 

red fog appeared on the battlefield. those originally crazily abyssal lifeforms became even more crazy. 

within a day, two to three hundred thousand abyssal lifeforms would die on this bloody battlefield, soon 

to be replenished. 

within three days, the losses of the three forces reached over a million abyssal lifeforms. 

those lifeforms’ blood, lives, and souls were completely torn apart onto the earth. and 330 meter 

underground, a blood-colored bone altar appeared. 

the bones that made up the altar came from all kinds of creatures, and each of them had a painfully 

roaring abyssal lifeform’s soul attached to them. 

souls and blood kept pouring onto the altar from above. 



it was an abyssal sacrifice, and it was a kind of huge sacrifice. 

unfortunately, no one knew of the altar’s existence under the battlefield. 

after three days, the powerful demons started joining the battlefield and the war became even more 

cruel. abyssal lifeforms above level 30 became cannon fodder while the level 35 and above demons led 

the war. 

as more and more demons fell, their blood, lives, and souls were thrown into the sacrificial altar under 

the battlefield, rapidly increasing the speed of the sacrifice. 

a terrifying existence’s shadow could faintly be seen atop the altar, and following the appearance of that 

shadow, the blood-colored bones making up the altar shuddered. those demons’ souls within the bones 

also remained silent, apparently terrified and not daring to make a single noise. 

lin yun had yet to appear on the battlefield after three days, and even the demon overlords waiting on 

the edge of the battlefield were becoming impatient. 

but the most anxious person was dubois. according to the abyss’ customs, cannon fodder would be 

thrown in the battlefield first, then, more powerful lifeforms would slowly be joining the fight until the 

ruler ultimately joined. 

the previous day should have been the day the demon overlords joined the fight, but unfortunately, 

they had yet to see any trace of lin yun. 

dubois was still circling in the sky, even flying towards lin yun’s territory to probe, despite the customs, 

but he still didn’t find a trace of lin yun. 

‘damned b*stard, mafa merlin actually fled. f*ck, he actually threw his territory away and fled. 

‘i miscalculated, i forgot that he wasn’t a true demon and wouldn’t care about the demons’ customs. he 

fled, what now? 

‘b*stard, those two arrogant and stupid demon overlords definitely won’t go against the abyss’ customs, 

they definitely won’t abandon the battlefield. they will kill their way into mafa merlin’s territory, chasing 

after him for the sake of victory, and slowly taking over his territory, little by little. 

‘no good, i can’t let this continue, mafa merlin might thoroughly escape if we wait any longer...’ 

dubois rushed back to the battlefield and immediately looked for the purple-eyed demon. 

Chapter 1165 Time to Return 

“my lord, this isn’t good, that damned pureblood flame demon is a coward and doesn’t dare to appear 

on the battlefield. he must have already escaped, we can’t keep delaying. 

“we have to occupy his territory as soon as possible and hunt down that pureblood flame demon. he 

might be seeking a flame demon overlord’s help, we definitely can’t let him escape. 

“if he escapes, those unreasonable pureblood flame demons would definitely retaliate...” 



dubois was speaking very solemnly about the consequences, he was enticing him, while threatening 

him. and sure enough, the purple-eyed demon blew up when he heard this matter. his body expanded 

to over a hundred meters and he loudly roared. 

“damn pureblood flame demon, coward! shameful abyssal magic bug! you actually fled from a war!” 

as he roared, the purple-eyed demon personally stepped onto the battlefield while dubois flew to the 

other side, to threaten the shade fiend with even more alarming words. 

the shade fiend instantly exploded. pureblood flame demons could be said to be an existence shade 

fiend had to eliminate. blazing bright lava filled the underground of pureblood flame demons’ territories 

and shade fiends simply couldn’t approach. 

now that he heard that a pureblood flame demon overlord might be brought over here, the shade fiend 

panicked and hurriedly stormed the battlefield. 

they planned on quickly finishing the war and killing their way into lin yun’s territory. 

with the two demon overlords personally entering the battlefield, lin yun’s demon army was unable to 

resist and kept retreating. but something happened when the demon overlords joined the battlefield. 

the faint bloody mist and black smoke covering the battlefield transformed into a faint mist. it was as if a 

demon overlord suddenly awakened. in less than three seconds, the entire bloody battlefield was 

covered in a thick dark blood fog. 

the large number of cannon fodder within were less than level 20, or barely above level 20, and they 

instantly became crazy after being enveloped by the dense fog. 

each and every one of them burst with their most powerful spells and attacks towards the people next 

to them. 

a hundred thousand abyssal lifeforms were torn apart within a few seconds, this plunged the entire 

battlefield into chaos. that didn’t have much effect on the level 30 and above demons, but they were 

forced to fight. 

after killing a few crazy abyssal lifeforms, these demons also became crazy. then, these lesser demon 

overlords were drawn into the chaotic slaughter. 

in less than thirty seconds, the two demon overlords and dubois started being attacked by a large 

number of crazy demons. 

the purple-eyed demon used those purple flaming eyes to observe the surroundings, before rapidly 

discovering something fishy. 

the dead abyssal lifeforms’ blood, flesh, life aura, and souls were all torn apart and flowed under the 

earth. 

the shade fiend next to him transformed into a shadow and tried to break through that dense fog that 

made him uneasy, but he was unable to escape. 



seeing the blood converging into a small river flowing towards the depths of the earth, as well as the 

dead demons rapidly transforming into ashes, the shade demon quickly let out a frightened screech. 

“damnit, sacrifice! f*cker, someone is conducting a sacrifice to an overlord! 

“no good, that damned guy is actually going to sacrifice the two of us. this is a sacrifice to a gold 

bloodline demon! 

“let’s quickly get out of here, that madman... there is a demon of the ten great gold bloodlines watching 

this place!” 

the shade fiend was losing his mind and wanted to escape the bloody battlefield’s dense fog. as for the 

purple-eyed demon, he also immediately summoned a shift gate to escape. but just as the halo 

appeared above his head, it was torn into pieces by the chaotic energies within this space. 

the purple demon overlord and the shade fiend no longer cared about getting rid of lin yun, they were 

both madly charging in a direction to escape this bloody battlefield. 

but just as the purple-eyed demon reached the edge of the battlefield, a patched puppet blocked his 

path. 

deep crimson rays of light roamed around the surface of the patched puppet. those thick rays of light 

then transformed into a chaotic flood of spells that ruthlessly pressured the purple-eyed demon’s body 

back into the bloody battlefield. 

on the other side, the shade fiend hadn’t managed to reach the end of the battlefield before a several-

dozen-meter-tall flame gates opened before him. all kinds of flames converged into a flood of flames 

that wrapped around the shade fiend, and the impact of that flood of flames sent the demon overlord 

back to the bloody battlefield. 

as for dubois, he immediately flew up to flee after hearing the conversation between the two demon 

overlords, as well as seeing their frantic escape. 

but in the sky, enderfa’s three faces laughed eerily as the spell wheel slowly rotated and emitted dense 

mana fluctuations. 

following some slight fluctuations that appeared in the dense fog, dubois managed to extend his head 

out of the thick fog and a fearful yet joyful expression could be seen on his face. 

enderfa laughed heartily as he controlled the ten thousand spell wheel to release over a hundred-meter-

thick elemental storm. 

“idiot, those that want to kill merlin end up being killed by merlin, do you still think you can escape?” 

before enderfa could release the elemental storm, he still needed to release spells of the four elements 

and have them collide against each other to make the spell matrices collapse in order to create chaotic 

elemental power and form an elemental storm. 

it was very troublesome and its power wasn’t as great as a real elemental storm, but now all the magic 

gems of the spell wheel aside from its power source had been replaced by the most berserk deep 



crimson cores. as long as he burst out with spells of the four elements, it would inevitably create the 

most berserk elemental storm. 

the elemental storm pressured dubois back into the bloody battlefield. 

“no, mafa merlin, you can’t do this. damnit, i am dubois, i’m not a demon, let me go, quick...” 

dubois fell back to the bloody battlefield and was immediately approached by a dozen crazy lesser 

demon overlords. dubois’ wings were torn to shreds, and within a dozen seconds, his body was torn into 

a dozen pieces. 

the light within his eyes slowly dissipated as his blood and soul sunk in the ground, bound to the altar’s 

surface. 

the altar slowly rose up and appeared on the surface. 

the sacrificial altar emitting a terrifying aura was now on the surface and the bloody battlefield’s abyssal 

armies had already disappeared. 

a rope made of countless blood-colored bones restricted the two demon overlords’ bodies. 

as more and more blood-colored bones appeared, the two demon overlords were no longer able to 

struggle free and they looked at the center of the altar with despair. 

“no, you can’t do that! it’s a rule established by sir greater overlord, you can’t sacrifice an overlord, you 

can’t sacrifice us. damnit, you’ll suffer punishment, your soul will be suppressed and thrown into the 

lowest layer of the abyss, you’ll be tortured in that sea of corrosive souls for countless years...” 

the purple-eyed demon loudly cursed, but unconcealable fear could be seen in his eyes. 

the shade fiend also shrieked in fear, his body unable to turn back into shadow and his body 

continuously shrinking, his flesh, life aura, and magic power were continuously drained. 

“forgive me, i swear on my true name to pledge allegiance to you, great existence. please forgive me...” 

the aura being emitted from the altar, even if it was unclear, it made the two demons know that it was a 

member of a gold bloodline, and a pureblooded one! 

ordinary demons were no different from abyssal lifeforms to pureblooded members of the ten gold 

bloodlines. if they wanted to kill, they would just kill. this was the reason why the two overlords were so 

frightened. 

because even if they were killed by an overlord of the ten gold bloodlines and the greater demon 

overlord of this plane awakened, he still wouldn’t pay attention to it. whoever had the bigger fists made 

the rules, and the rules of the abyss were drawn by the ten major gold bloodlines. 

if ordinary demons died, they died, even if they were overlords... 

the abstract shadow on the altar slowly condensed and a demon burning with golden red flames was 

now standing on the altar. 



dubois, who was bound to the surface of the altar, shouted in startled and angry, “damn b*stard, mafa 

merlin, it’s you! you daring guy, you actually offered a sacrifice to yourself! aside from the demons with 

gold bloodline, anyone offering a sacrifice to themselves would be courting death!” 

lin yun indifferently glanced at dubois’ soul and crushed his soul by stomping on it. 

“idiot, who told you that i wasn’t the one with the pureblood gold bloodline?” 

as for that purple-eyed demon overlord, he was already thoroughly despairing. 

“flame demon monarch, f*ck, who told me this was the territory of a pureblood flame demon. damnit, 

it’s actually someone with a gold bloodline, a pureblood flame demon monarch. 

“it’s over, it’s thoroughly over. even if the greater demon overlord was watching this place, he wouldn’t 

intervene. offending a young flame demon monarch in its infancy for the two of us isn’t worth at all...” 

the shade fiend fearfully begged for forgiveness, but the flames were restricting him too tightly and he 

ended up turning into ashes and dissipating. after more than ten seconds, the purple-eyed demon 

overlord’s body also transformed into ashes and dissipated. 

the power of the two demon overlords converged onto the altar. the power of those cannon fodder had 

only been used to handle these two demon overlords, what he really needed was these two demon 

overlords! 

after finding out that these two demon overlords came to attack him, lin yun had suddenly thought of a 

problem that had previously been on his mind. 

the other heaven rank powerhouses had reached the heaven rank before reincarnating, they had 

controlled extraordinary power, comprehended extraordinary power, and had experience controlling 

extraordinary power. 

even if they had become demons, many things on the path to power were universal and they would be 

able to quickly grasp those. 

the pressure to advance to the heaven rank would be minimal, but it was different for lin yun. 

he hadn’t advanced to the heaven rank and had no direct experience controlling extraordinary power, 

so there would inevitably be some inaccuracy. 

it would take longer to advance to the heaven rank and the chances would decrease. but by using the 

properties of the abyssal magic bug, he can continuously transform and break through the restriction to 

his demonic bloodline. advancing to level 40 would be very easy. 

this was the reason why lin yun originally chose the abyssal magic bug. it was because that would greatly 

shorten the time needed to return, while also increasing his opportunity to advance to the heaven rank. 

but he had another problem. he could reach the heaven rank in the abyss, but lin yun himself hadn’t 

reached the heaven rank. 



this time, the feeling and experience of breaking through the heaven rank would involuntarily form an 

awareness, which would make it very easy for lin yun to advance again, but it would also make his magic 

path imperfect, or cause a deviation. 

the most perfect solution was returning to the raging flame plane without advancing to the heaven rank. 

when he learnt about the two demon overlords planning to attack him, lin yun put this plan in motion 

and immediately started his next transformation. 

because only a pureblood demon of one of the ten gold bloodlines could offer sacrifices to themselves. 

by sacrificing two demon overlords, he obtained the power to make himself, who hadn’t advanced to 

the heaven rank, return to the raging flame plane and take back his own body. 

he once again transformed. there was only one possibility among the golden bloodline going forward, 

the flame demon monarch. 

the master of all flames within the abyss. all demons and abyssal lifeforms related to flames were 

attached to this demon race. with that identity, he could do anything he wanted. most importantly, he 

could sacrifice two demon overlords to his sacrifice while not having advanced to the heaven rank. 

as the two demon overlords dissipated, a sphere emitting extraordinary power took shape in the 

middle. lin yun swallowed that orb and the altar under his feet dissipated into ashes. 

a trace of extraordinary power fluctuations appeared on lin yun’s body. he could even faintly feel that 

after that orb of extraordinary power burst out, his soul would be able to go back and take back his 

body. 

similarly, it seemed that this flame demon monarch’s body wouldn’t collapse and dissipate, but go into 

slumber. 

after thinking for a bit, lin yun smiled. 

other heaven rank powerhouses would have to break through to the heaven rank first, before releasing 

all of their extraordinary power at once in a self-detonation manner. life and mana would be consumed 

in a split second. 

to demons, this meant giving up their own lives. 

their souls would return, and after taking back their own bodies, the bodies they used in the abyss 

would disappear, not leaving anything behind. 

but lin yun wasn’t using his own power, he was offering a sacrifice to himself. after that power was 

consumed, lin yun’s soul would be able to take back his own body while the flame demon monarch’s 

would fall into a slumber, waiting for the nex awakening. 

that was an unexpected harvest. a flame demon monarch’s body was like a planar coordinate in itself. 

after leaving this place, he would have a way to return without passing through the abyss’ upper layers. 

he put back syudos, enderfa, and the patch puppet into the demiplane and rushed towards the desert 

once again. 



slythrin was controlling the desert’s lifeforms to mine the ores within the desert. all of the ore was 

thrown into that huge crystal hole. 

within a dozen days, the bigger pieces of ore had been dug out, while the remaining were small sand-

like pieces mixed with the grains of sand of the flowing desert. this was taking too much time and they 

simply wouldn’t be able to gather everything within a short time. 

lin yun appeared once again and slytrin displayed a “sure enough, i was so wise” kind of expression. 

‘mafa merlin seems even more powerful. damn, there are actually extraordinary power fluctuations. it’s 

over, there is no need to think about it. those two arrogant and stupid demon overlords definitely died. 

dubois must have died too. 

‘i was smarter and didn’t provoke that terrifying mafa merlin or my fate would have been no different 

from dubois and those two stupid demon overlords.’ 

“sir merlin, these ores are all that we have collected. the rest is sand. those stupid abyssal lifeforms still 

can’t completely distinguish which ones are ore fragments and which ones are grains of sand. this might 

take a while...” 

lin yun nodded and gathered the eternal dark gold ore at the bottom of the hole before flying up again 

and telling slythrin, “i’m already ready to leave the abyss. after i leave, you’ll be in charge of the 

territory. you can use any resource that can help you level up. 

“but some of the minerals and special products of the abyss will be in bajiao’s charge. after i return, i can 

help you find your body and make sure that nothing untowards happens to it.” 

slythrin was overjoyed, what he had been most afraid of was that sending his soul back would have no 

effect as his body would have been destroyed upon his return. 

with lin yun’s promise, slythrin promptly showed his loyalty. 

“sir merlin, rest assured, i’ll definitely help you oversee your territory. i’ll give what you need to bajiao.” 

slythrin smartly didn’t ask lin yun how he was planning on taking these resources out of the abyss, nor 

did he care why lin yun wanted these things. 

lin yun nodded with satisfaction. he had previously felt that slythrin was like the mages of the quicksand 

tower, hiding in the dark until the crucial time, but that guy was clearly craven and cowardly. 

lin yun didn’t care what slythrin would do, after all, apart from the special resources of the abyss, there 

was nothing worthy of attention in the abyss. 

after leaving the desert, lin yun appeared on the bloody battlefield where the three territories 

overlapped. lin yun had gotten rid of an additional two demon overlords and had gotten their territories, 

so he would naturally take over them. moreover, a large number of demons came to show their loyalty. 

in front of these demons, lin yun flew up and kept chanting in the sinister abyssal language. 

after finishing his long incantation, the earth under him started shivering and cracks started appearing 

on the earth, as if a huge monster was about to emerge from underground. 



“rumble...” 

Chapter 1166 Waking Up 

in the sky, a large number of abyssal spells converged into black clouds, which revolved to form a vortex. 

a thick pillar of black smoke fell in that vortex, in the center of the bloody battlefield. 

thick black lightning followed the black smoke and fell onto the ground. the earth split open and a huge 

volcanic crater appeared. following the appearance of that huge volcanic crater, the boundless abyssal 

power in the sky transformed into black smoke that poured into this volcanic crater. 

the volcano was like a monster coming from underground. it rapidly emerged, and within a few minutes, 

it turned into a several-kilometer-wide and three-kilometer-tall huge volcano. 

loud rumbling sounds echoed as the volcano erupted. 

endless lava and flames spread out of the volcano, and the black clouds condensed from the abyssal 

power also converged there. 

small volcanoes also started to appear in the surroundings of that huge volcano. it took less than an 

hour, for that ten-kilometer-wide area to be filled with volcanoes. 

scorching heat filled the volcanoes 

seeing this scene, the demons who came to pledge allegiance were thoroughly terrified. they all knelt on 

the ground and didn’t dare to raise their heads. 

the bloodline pressure emitted by the flame demon monarch made these demons afraid of having any 

other thoughts. they all pledged their eternal loyalty to the flame demon monarch. 

after shocking these demons, who were kowtowing so sincerely that their spine could be seen, lin yun 

felt that he should return. 

an altar was built in the demiplane, and then a sacrificial altar was built into the volcanic range. that 

way, bajiao, who had already awakened his evil bone demon bloodline, could offer the resources lin yun 

needed as an offering through the sacrificial altar, and the resources would end up being receptioned in 

lin yun’s demiplane. 

that receiving sacrificial altar had an abyssal rune made out of lin yun’s own blood, which could be 

treated as lin yun personally receptioning the offerings. 

moreover, with the large amount of eternal dark gold, defenses were building around the demiplane, 

and there was no need to worry that someone would find the demiplane because of the sacrificial altar’s 

array. 

he let his subordinates know that their great overlord was going into slumber and that they had to 

carefully guard his territory and not disturb him regardless of what happens. then, lin yun jumped into 

that biggest volcano. 

he roused that sacrificial power and felt a huge power wrapping around his soul as it rushed out of the 

abyss. 



in that radiant tunnel, lin yun sailed against the flow while that power was continuously being 

consumed. 

after rushing out of that abyssal gate, lin yun’s soul guided him back to his own body. as he entered his 

body, wisps of mana slowly flickered on the surface of his body. life aura and soul fluctuations also 

slowly appeared. 

in the abyss, cross was the fastest to break through to the heaven rank as a former peak 3rd rank 

heaven powerhouse. if not for lin yun leaving the abyss before advancing, the first person to return 

should have been cross. 

his huge demonic body thoroughly burst and all of his life and power were used to deliver his soul back. 

a demon overlord had fallen. 

on another side, clombton, who seemed to have fallen in the nastiest place, had no choice but to start 

using his demonic body to comprehend the law of shadow. cross had left for less than a month when 

clombton unhesitantly exploded his own body to send his soul back to the raging flame plane. 

as for the others, they almost all advanced to level 39. morgan was the luckiest one and used the 

underground’s resources to quickly advance to the heaven rank. 

he was followed by slythrin, who had obtained lin yun’s territory. 

in less than a year, regardless of how smooth it had been, almost all the humans and beastmen heaven 

rank powerhouses advanced their demonic body to the heaven rank. 

but they had exploded their demonic bodies, using the life and power of their bodies to deliver their 

souls back to the raging flame plane. 

within that thick fog of rebirth, the corpse-like bodies began emitting mana fluctuations and life 

fluctuations one after another. 

aside from the pitiful souls that fell in the abyss, everyone slowly regained consciousness. 

the flow of time in the abyss and the raging flame plane was apparently different, or it might have been 

because the fog of rebirth weakened the river of time. 

within three days, the people who had fallen asleep within the fog of rebirth awakened one after 

another. 

lin yun was the first to regain consciousness. after awakening, the power of the fog of rebirth that 

seemed to cover his perception and soul power seemed to have disappeared. it looked like only a thin 

layer of fog remained in the air. 

within the fog of rebirth, the bodies of the heaven rank powerhouses seemed to have sunk into a self-

protection state and shields had been raised. lin yun found slythrin’s body, as per their agreement and 

dragged him a fair distance away. 

after all, humans and beastmen weren’t especially friendly towards one another, just like how the 

hatred between sky city and the blood bone beastmen was deeper than their hatred of other forces. 



it didn’t matter if they were cooperating now, if there was an opportunity, they would unhesitantly get 

rid of others unnoticed. 

lin yun pushed the sandball containing slythrin to one side, and after thinking for a bit, he gathered the 

bodies of the other human beings within the fog of rebirth. as for the beastmen, the separated ones 

were also kicked together. 

after all, this was a critical time in the raging flame plane. others might not know, but lin yun was clearly 

aware of the course of history. the raging flame plane’s power would be thoroughly devoured by the 

ancient god and the raging flame plane would be thoroughly destroyed. 

if history repeated itself, then heaven rank powerhouses would have definitely come here, but there 

definitely wouldn’t have been that many. 

they might have already been annihilated before reaching the depths of the holy mountain. after all, the 

previous demon overlords and the fog of rebirth wasn’t something a few heaven rank powerhouses 

would be able to deal with. if there had only been ten heaven rank powerhouses, then they would have 

already been annihilated. 

as time passed, the humans and beastmen’s heaven rank powerhouses slowly regained consciousness, 

but after three days, there were still six heaven rank powerhouses that had yet to regain consciousness 

within the fog of rebirth. 

on the human side, aside from birbo and dubois, there was also one of the new heaven rank 

powerhouses. as for the beastmen, there was bronze beastman steer, as well as a black iron beastman, 

and a blood fang beastman. 

from those that didn’t wake up, dubois and birbo’s life aura were continuously dropping and their mana 

was slowly dissipating. everyone could see with a single glance that it was because their souls had 

already been destroyed. even if their bodies had the protection of the fog of rebirth, it couldn’t continue 

supporting them. 

as for the remaining people, their bodies no longer had any mind fluctuation and their autonomous 

defenses were already dissipating. their life aura was fading away. 

this meant that their reincarnation in the abyss had already died and their souls had fallen in the abyss, 

passing into oblivion, unless they met a kind greater demon overlord that personally saved them from 

their fate and sent them back. 

but, everyone knew that if the soul of a heaven rank beastman or human fell in the abyss, the kindest 

demon would at most not devour their souls right away. 

the power of the six bodies was clearly dissipating. once their power thoroughly dissipated, they would 

transform into ashes, disappearing forever. 

“the abyss is indeed dangerous. i hadn’t expected so many people to have fallen. thankfully i was lucky 

and reincarnated underground. there was only a slumbering black dragon overlord there... 



“these unlucky guys might have died soon after reincarnating, so pitiful. their souls were destroyed, but 

it’s always better than falling into the abyss. it’s always better than encountering a disgusting abyssal 

devil king. 

“wanting to die would be impossible, and they would have to suffer millennia of painful torture before 

they could die.” 

morgan sighed with apprehension, fear still visible on his face. 

as for the others, their expressions weren’t so good either. clombton’s complexion was the most 

unsightly. as a holy light mage, falling into the abyss was no different than a holy light angel falling into 

the abyss, even if it had only been his soul. 

he had to go against his principles as a holy light mage and practice shadow power, that degenerated 

power in the eyes of holy light mages. 

“sir clombton, there is no need to brood over it. the holy light’s radiance would forever shine onto you. 

this was part of the ancient god’s plot after all. 

“the body in the abyss has already turned to ashes and your soul hasn’t been contaminated or 

corrupted...” 

butler comforted clombton from the side. he had comprehended the light law, but holy light mages 

imposed even stricter requirements upon themselves. 

many ordinary light mages only felt that shadow was just another facet of light and that there was no 

big deal. 

with butler’s comfort, clombton’s complexion became a lot better than earlier, even if he still couldn’t 

accept that conclusion. 

“eh, i feel that my power has strengthened. it might not take long before i can advance to the 2nd rank!” 

after comforting clombton, butler suddenly discovered this and loudly exclaimed. 

after hearing this, the others immediately sensed their own bodies and everyone felt that they had 

become stronger. 

“that’s true, i also feel stronger. my mana hasn’t grown much, but my understanding of the laws greatly 

improved. i’m a lot more powerful than before...” 

“right, my understanding of the law has stagnated for a dozen years, but it now increased a bit. my 

strength increased by at least 10%...” 

“i’m already at the peak of the 1st rank. i might reach the 2nd rank within a few years!” 

lin yun didn’t speak, he also felt that his own understanding of the laws had increased quite a bit, just 

not as much as these people. 

it was because these people were heaven rank powerhouses, they had advanced to the heaven rank 

once again within the abyss and their understanding of the laws had deepened. 



but from the start, lin yun hadn’t advanced to the heaven rank. although he had some gains, it wasn’t as 

much as the others. 

but lin yun had gotten even better benefits. the constant wars and battles of the abyss not only didn’t 

pollute his soul, it instead vented the negative thoughts and impurities within his soul. 

these would benefit his breakthrough and simply couldn’t be put into words. because even when 

noscent developed to its peak, the mages were unable to use formulas to make these benefits clear. 

but that concept was a fact. when advancing to the heaven rank, the purer one’s soul was, the more 

benefits one would gain down the line. and those were invisible, the higher the rank, the greater the 

influence. reportedly, the soul was the main influence in taking one more step at the peak of the heaven 

rank. 

what’s more, lin yun had yet to destroy that flame demon monarch’s body in the abyss and had even 

constructed a sacrificial altar. 

in the future, the special products produced within his territory would be delivered to the altar in lin 

yun’s demiplane through the sacrificial altar. 

that mine of eternal dark gold would be enough to reinforce the entire demiplane. moreover, the 

demiplane was still maturing and the eternal dark gold would thoroughly merge with the demiplane as it 

grew. 

at this time, no eternal dark gold could be found and its defensive abilities would instead fuse with the 

growing demiplane. 

from that point on, it would be impossible for the natural demiplane to be disturbed by spacetime 

storms, void storms, elemental storms, and other external threats. 

along with the steady flow of natural resources from the abyss, many of those special products were low 

level materials in the abyss that could be traded for a large amount of precious materials in noscent. 

they weren’t just a few dozen times more expensive, it was a few hundred times. it was a lot more 

profitable than the golden transformation potion. 

lin yun didn’t pay attention to the others and calmly looked to the side. 

the experience in the abyss made many people gain some benefits. after all, after reaching the heaven 

rank, progress wasn’t just a matter of mana. although the mana requirement was scary high, this could 

be reached overtime. one just had to spend all their energy into gathering mana, and their mana would 

keep on increasing. 

but the comprehension of laws wasn’t something that would deepen overtime. every old heaven rank 

was stuck because of the comprehension of laws. 

especially clombton, this peak 3rd rank heaven powerhouse. comprehension of laws was more 

important to him. it looked like he might advance any time, but if he made no progress in his law 

comprehension, he would never be able to reach the 4th rank. 

the bottleneck of the 4th rank wasn’t easy to cross. 



the increase in strength took everyone’s minds off their experiences in the abyss. 

but suddenly, birbo’s body seemed to have experienced countless years of decay and dissipated into 

ashes. 

three humans heaven rank powerhouses and three beastman heaven rank powerhouses turned to 

ashes and dissipated... 

everyone turned silent. they had previously faced the holy mountain incarnation and two dozen demon 

overlords with armies of tens of thousands abyssal lifeforms. 

yet not a single heaven rank powerhouse had died then. but now, they had just entered the fog of 

rebirth, that ancient god hadn’t made a move, nor had any demon overlord, but they lost six heaven 

rank powerhouses! 

morgan looked at birbo’s corpse dissipating and sneered. 

“that kind of rat that only knows how to assassinate should have been targeting the weakest opponent 

after entering the abyss. 

“serves you right. stupid filthy woman. she deserved to have been eliminated by demons!” 

the surrounding people didn’t speak. the reputation of the shadow tower wasn’t very good, but they 

didn’t dare to offend extremely powerful forces and powerhouses, so the major forces didn’t feel like 

paying attention to them. 

these guys’ survival abilities were very powerful. they hadn’t even been eradicated after being 

surrounded and pressured twice. it was only later that some paid attention to them. but everyone 

would only feel joy upon the death of a shadow tower’s mage, no one would take the initiative to help 

them out. 

the abyss was filled with chaos and war. even the souls of heaven rank powerhouses could be killed by a 

small demons right of the bat after entering. 

it was very normal for them to be eliminated if they were unlucky. it was normal for a heaven rank 

powerhouse’s soul without the power of the heaven rank to die. 

no one felt anything strange about their deaths, they only felt that they had run out of luck. even if they 

had the feeling that something happened, they didn’t wish to investigate. 

everyone felt that these guys must have been killed by allies, but no one cared. they had already died 

after all, and it had been in the abyss. 

morgan sneered and glanced at slythrin. the latter had a very strange expression. 

‘birbo and that bronze beastman called steer apparently plotted against sir merlin before, 

unfortunately, they failed. now, they both died in the abyss. 

‘but is that related to sir merlin? 



‘and that guy called dubois seemed to have almost killed sir merlin before, and his fort had been 

occupied by sir merlin. this was a huge loss of reputation. i heard that he previously said that he would 

make sir merlin pay the price. 

‘that guy also died in the abyss? had he also been eliminated by sir merlin? 

‘but... how come that slythrin didn’t die? i heard that he wanted to avenge his nephew who had been 

buried in the endless desert. 

‘just now, sir merlin was the first to awaken and our bodies should have been gathered together by sir 

merlin, including slythrin’s. 

‘he didn’t silently silence slythrin? was i wrong? 

‘did that rat’s death have nothing to do with sir merlin? did that lightning mage and the bronze 

beastman accidentally die in the abyss?’ 

Chapter 1167 Two Souls 

Morgan was puzzled, but he wasn’t the only one. The others had the same thought process as Morgan 

and didn’t think that Lin Yun had killed the few of them. 

After all, in the Abyss, strength was directly related to the Demon they had reincarnated as. Whether 

they were powerful or weak depended on their Demonic Bloodline. Although this wasn’t absolute, it 

was the most important factor. 

Since Lin Yun could help Slythrin protect his body, then that meant that he definitely didn’t care about 

their previous grudge, or at the very least, he took the big picture into consideration. Birbo and the 

others must have died in the Abyss due to terrible luck. 

Clombton occasionally looked at Lin Yun with an admirative gaze, and even Cross felt that Lin Yun was a 

lot more pleasing to the eyes. 

No one doubted Lin Yun aside from Slythrin who knew the truth, but he stayed hidden within the group. 

In any case, the mages of the Quicksand Tower were like that to begin with. They felt disinclined to 

speak when there were many people. 

Slythrin looked at Morgan approaching Lin Yun and saying that it was a shame that he hadn’t taken 

advantage of the Abyss to get rid of the few people that would make a move against their own allies. He 

would never have the opportunity to avenge himself if their souls were destroyed. 

Morgan had lowered his voice, but Slythrin had definitely heard his words and cold sweat was slowly 

trickling down his forehead. Fortunately, his robe was covering his face and his body was still covered in 

a layer of sand, so no one noticed. 

‘Damnit, that simple-minded Morgan. Sh*t, he would have still been a puny Archmage that wouldn’t 

have advanced within a few decades if he hadn’t been hugging Mafa Merlin’s thigh. 

‘Mafa Merlin didn’t kill them? 



‘What a joke, how could those guys call themselves Heaven Rank powerhouses then? Even as a weak 

Demon, they should still have the ability to escape from danger. It’s not like a Demon Overlord was 

waiting for them as they awakened. 

‘Apart from a terrifying guy like Mafa Merlin, could those greedy, brutal, selfish, and afraid of death 

Demons be able to kill those capable Heaven Rank powerhouses? 

‘Of those poor unfortunate souls, three of them were Mafa Merlin’s enemies. Their falls are definitely 

related to Mafa Merlin! 

‘Dubois lost his reputation as a mage and became the mount of a Demon before being eliminated by 

Mafa Merlin. As for Birbo and that Bronze Beastman, although it’s unclear, it must have been related to 

Mafa Merlin. 

‘I was able to live because I lowered my head and didn’t recklessly provoke Mafa Merlin like these idiots. 

‘Is Mafa Merlin that simple? Those stupid guys didn’t even think whether Mafa Merlin would initiate a 

deadly counterattack. 

‘I heard that he could already burst out with the strength of a Heaven Rank powerhouse as an 8th Rank 

Archmage... And he is already a Peak 9th Rank Archmage able to step into the Heaven Rank at any time. 

‘Once this guy steps into the Heaven Rank, 1st Rank Heaven Mages would be like harmless babies in 

front of him, he would only need to use a little bit of strength to get rid of them. 

‘Moreover, he was able to summon his Magic Tools with his soul in the Abyss. Damn, how did that come 

about? I’ve yet to figure out. 

‘But who cares. In any case, Mafa Merlin already let me off, so I need to have a very good relationship 

with him in the future. Who knows what path this terrifying guy would take in the future. 

‘My nephew, who I hadn’t seen for so many years, must have taken the initiative to provoke Mafa 

Merlin, otherwise he wouldn’t have been killed. 

‘Whatever, I have no idea anyway. I managed to survive and those guys deserved to die...’ 

With Slythrin alive, no one thought that the deaths of those people had been caused by Lin Yun. Lin Yun 

had a chance to kill Slythrin but hadn’t done so, helping everyone instead. 

The fall of six Heaven Rank powerhouses didn’t really decrease their group’s strength. Instead, the 

fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses were brimming with power and their overall power might have 

been stronger than their previous team of 20. 

These guys’ fighting strength increased by at least 10%, so with the fourteen of them, their group was 

definitely stronger than before. 

Especially Clombton and Cross, these two showed some faint signs of being on the verge of advancing to 

the 4th Rank. And they could already completely crush their previous selves as they are. 

After all, after entering the Heaven Rank, a little gap would make the balance between victory and 

defeat tilt towards one side. 



The Fog of Rebirth had lost its effect towards them. Or it might be better to say that as long as their 

souls didn’t take the initiative to come in contact with the Fog of Rebirth, then this place would only be a 

foggy area. 

They continued towards the depths of the Holy Mountain and didn’t walk far before they faintly heard 

two voices quarrelling. 

Those two voices apparently had a hint of the Laws and ignored everyone’s defenses as they spread and 

directly pierced their bodies, pouring into everyone’s souls. 

Faintly, it felt as if souls were mumbling beside their own souls. Every quiet voice seemed to be 

containing terrifying Laws that they couldn’t understand. It seemed that the words they spoke 

represented the Laws! 

Everyone was alarmed, Lin Yun was also surprised 

They promptly sped up and rushed out of the Fog of Rebirth. Once they were out, they reached the 

deepest part of the Holy Mountain. This place had once been filled with the most powerful power of the 

Raging Flame Plane and was the closest place to the origin of the Raging Flame plane, it had been filled 

with abundant mana. 

There was a huge ancient temple there. The Raging Flame Beastmen had been willing to use plenty of 

previous metals and materials to construct this temple and a bunch of great shrines in the depths of the 

Holy Mountain. 

But this place had completely changed. Those great shrines had disappeared, and that biggest temple 

also disappeared. 

The surroundings seemed to have turned into a vast starry sky and a huge throne stood there. The 

throne was at least a kilometer in height and three to four kilometers in width. 

When looking closely at the materials used to construct the throne, the remains of many shrines could 

be seen. 

The shrines and the temple had been destroyed and converged into an incomparably huge throne filled 

with a dense sinister power. The remains of the temples were chaotically assembled, and if one were to 

carefully look, they would discover a hard to comprehend terrifying power within. 

It seemed to be an extremely complex rune, and there was an even stronger power. Lin Yun carefully 

looked at the throne, but didn’t dare to throw a second look. He even caught a faint aura which nearly 

made the Magic Array explode from its own computing ability. 

This wasn’t the most frightening part, the most frightening aura came from the huge shadow sitting on 

the throne. 

A lofty six-kilometer-tall figure was sitting on the throne, his height made it impossible for everyone to 

look above his chest as his head seemed to have already pierced through the endless void. A part of the 

void was enveloping that area and it looked like he had no head. 

His skin was ashen black and it looked like he had been sitting there since the river of time started 

flowing, as the dust covering his body had turned into solid rock. 



Black smoke curled around most parts of his body. He was just sitting there, calmly towering above the 

world. 

Everyone felt very small as they looked at his body, and this feeling became more and more intense as 

time passed. An indescribable despair and sense of powerlessness flooded their souls. 

‘God! 

‘That’s the Ancient God! The body of an Ancient God that had been slumbering for who knows how 

many years! 

‘The body of the 73rd God!’ 

Lin Yun glanced at the 73rd God’s body and couldn’t help moving his gaze away, not daring to keep 

looking. 

There was almost no power leakage coming from the God’s body, but it was already so powerful that he 

didn’t have the qualifications to look upon the God’s appearance. 

It wasn’t that the 73rd God’s head was squeezed into the endless void, but rather, the 73rd God’s power 

was too powerful and their eyes simply couldn’t see through the faint power released by the God to see 

his appearance. 

Lin Yun’s mind shook. 

He used to think about how powerful the Gods had been, but now, the body of an Ancient God was in 

front of them. Even if it had only been slumbering for countless years and barely emitted any power, he 

still didn’t have the qualifications to gaze upon his appearance. 

This God’s body was only a body without the most important soul. To a living God, facing this body was 

the same as facing an ordinary magic beast. 

But it was already powerful to that extent. 

After looking at this God’s body, everyone, including Clombton and Cross who were only a step away 

from the 4th rank, already gave up on destroying the God’s body. 

How ignorant had they been to want to destroy a God’s body. It was like ants wanting to destroy the 

Holy Mountain. This was a huge joke. 

The God’s body was here, but who would have thought that they would be unable to destroy this God’s 

body. This was simply impossible. 

The fourteen most powerful Heaven Rank powerhouses of the Raging Flame Plane stood at the entrance 

of this seemingly boundless starry sky-like world, foolishly looking at the body of the Ancient God. 

Up until an angry shout roused them up. 

“Enough! You have already gone insane! How could you think of destroying the world!” 

A voice full of dignity exploded within the space, or it could be said to be exploding within everyone’s 

souls. No one could make the difference. 



But following that voice, a sinister voice full of madness and wickedness echoed. 

“Why can’t the world be destroyed? I’m only destroying this loathsome world, this is what we should be 

doing. 

“We could have been born smoothly, but we ended up like that because of this damned world. Destroy 

it, we have to destroy it. Only by destroying it will I be able to get free. 

“Destroy, must destroy, destroy it, destroy it...” 

The wicked voice full of madness crazily echoed, and that voice revolved against that huge God’s body, 

and it was filled with boundless power. 

The space surrounding the God’s body was like a mirror being shattered, bursting into countless 

fragments as an aura of destruction surrounded the God’s body. 

A large void space was now surrounding the God’s body, but the shattering space simply couldn’t harm 

the God’s body. And because of the pressure of the God’s body, the shattered space could only revolve 

around the God’s body, no power leaked. 

From outside, it was like all the destruction power was forcibly tearing the God’s body apart and the 

God’s body was bearing all that power. 

Cold sweat slowly trickled down Lin Yun’s forehead as he sized up that boundless starry sky-like void 

world. 

‘God Nation, this place is that damned 73rd God’s God Nation! 

‘Everything here was birthed because of that God and that 73rd God is equivalent to the only celestial 

body in this boundless starry sky. 

‘His huge body might be a lot bigger than we think. Everything here, even the space, seems to have been 

attracted by his body. The huge gravitational force suppressed everything and made the space here 

unshatterable!’ 

No one dared to say anything after entering this place. They were all pale and calmly stood at the edge 

of the starry sky, calmly waiting for those two voices carrying endless power to continue speaking. 

“Have you forgotten what happened to us? Damn guy, why are you still not dead?! Damnit, damnit, 

damnit...” 

The sinister and crazy voice kept shouting as the black smoke covering the surface of his body 

transformed into terrifying and malevolent demonic heads that let out crazy roars. 

The restored space around the God’s body collapsed once again and those malevolent hundred-meter-

big demonic heads containing terrifying power were shattered into fragments alongside the restored 

space. 

The power that was capable of tearing Heaven Rank powerhouses to pieces was instantly suppressed by 

the God’s body and fell onto the God’s body, but that power was like a gust of wind falling onto steel. 

The dust accumulated onto the God’s body hadn’t fluctuated at all. 



The sinister and crazy voice finished venting when that voice full of dignity and wisdom echoed once 

again. 

“How could I forget, we were the last God to be born. We still hadn’t been born into the world up until 

the end of the golden age. 

“You should be rejoicing that we were born after that disaster. If we had been born before the disaster, 

we might have already fallen...” 

The dignified voice had yet to finish his answer before the wicked and crazy voice rudely interrupted 

him. 

“It’s all nonsense, filthy and stinky quibble. I would have rather been born before that disaster, I would 

have rather perished, look at what happened now. 

“Look at what that damned disaster, that damned Noscent brought up. 

“Souls, two souls. It made you, that guy who shouldn’t have appeared, appear. If not for you, if not for 

that damned world, how could I end up like this? 

“Damnit, damn it all. Everything has to be destroyed...” 

The dignified voice didn’t get angry about being interrupted and coldly continued, “No, Del Rovana, you 

should clearly understand that we were originally a whole, and that it was only because of the effect of 

the disaster that we ended up being born with two souls, none of us is superfluous. 

“This was only an accident. 

“We came to the Raging Flame Plane and fell asleep here, hoping to rely on the power of time to 

recover from the accident that birthed both of us. 

“But you got ambitious and wanted to control this body alone, still fighting to obtain the strongest 

power of the past. 

“Just look at what you are doing. In order to kill me and gain the sole ownership of this body, you didn’t 

spare a thought at borrowing the power of the Abyss. That sinister power has already polluted the body 

and even transformed you into those arrogant, crazy, sinister, and cruel Demons. You have already lost 

yourself 

“In order to control the body, you even abandoned yourself and reincarnated in the Abyss to become a 

filthy Demon. 

“Am I wrong? Del Rovana.” 

As he heard that name, the cloud shrouding Lin Yun’s mind cleared up. 

‘Damn, Del Rovana... It turned out to be like this. No wonder the Abyssal Gate opened to the 333rd 

layer. 

‘No wonder Greater Demon Overlord Del Rovana was so famous in the Abyss and even an Abyss’ world 

was named after her. 



‘Damn, it turned out to be like this, she was the 73rd God... 

‘The 73rd God was already being nurtured during the Mythological Era, but it was nurtured successfully 

as the disaster descended and was born after the end of the Era of Gods. 

‘It seems that if not for that disaster, the 73rd God might have been the most powerful God since it 

needed such a long time to be nurtured. 

‘No wonder there was no trace or news of the 73rd God after the God Era, it was because it had been 

affected by the disaster and was born with two souls. 

‘After its birth, it immediately sank into a slumber in the Raging Flame Plane. 

‘But the two souls started fighting over the control of their body in order to restore the former glory of 

the Gods. 

‘One of the souls even reincarnated in the Abyss and became the Greater Overlord of a vast territory 

intimidating other Greater Demon Overlords. But it reincarnated as a female. 

‘Greater Demon Overlord Del Rovana. No wonder this slumbering Great Demon Overlord didn’t wake up 

when a powerhouse above the Heaven Rank fell into her layer. 

‘Even in the history of the Abyss, this Greater Demon Overlord never awakened after sinking into 

slumber, even when Noscent was being destroyed. 

‘It turned out that she was a Demon reincarnated from one of the souls of the 73rd God. After Del 

Rovana’s soul left the Abyss, her Greater Demon Overlord’s body fell into a deep slumber, or might have 

dissipated forever. 

‘Del Rovana’ was famous in the Abyss for the savage methods she used to get rid of a Greater Demon 

Overlord and plunder his 333rd layer, as well as for getting rid of two Greater Demon Overlords, and an 

unknown number of Demon Overlords. 

‘If not for her fame, her layer would have already been invaded by other Greater Demon Overlords.’ 

Chapter 1168 Del Rovana 

Unfortunately, no one confirmed Del Rovana’s death as no one dared to provoke her. Even if Del Rovana 

never showed up again, no Demon would dare to do something like that. 

Lin Yun was stunned by the news and felt that there seemed to be some special information hidden 

within. 

But before Lin Yun could understand it, the wicked and crazy voice echoed once again. 

“Norrick! You b*stard, if not for you stopping me, I would have already been in control of the body and 

regained the glory of the old days, letting the radiance of the Gods shine once again on Noscent. 

“No, I would have already destroyed that damned world and buried everything along with it. Everything 

would have been destroyed, everything would have been over. 



“But it’s because of you. For the sake of stopping me, you actually cut off spacetime and banished me 

there while you had no choice but to reincarnate into a filthy ugly Beastman. Unfortunately for you, you 

can’t stop me this time. 

“A puny Beastman doesn’t have the qualifications to be my opponent. What can you do now, Norrick?” 

‘Norrick... 

‘The Raging Flame Emperor!’ 

Lin Yun was a bit stunned. 

‘Damn, the Raging Flame Emperor is the reincarnation of one of the souls of the 73rd God? 

‘What the hell is going on... How could those expert grave diggers not discover this in the future? 

‘Sh*t, it’s actually the Raging Flame Emperor... 

‘No wonder the Raging Flame Emperor used the fastest time to unify the entire Raging Flame Plane after 

being born. 

‘Red Beard definitely didn’t know this information, he most certainly wasn’t aware that the Raging 

Flame Emperor was one of the souls of the 73rd God. 

‘As for Constance, maybe he also didn’t know. No... 

‘Constance might have already known, he definitely hadn’t chosen the Raging Flame Plane carelessly. 

‘This place had definitely been hiding some secrets, but what was it? 

‘Damnit, I don’t understand, the more I think about it, the more chaotic this is. 

‘I’d been puzzled, the Greater Demon Overlord wreaked havoc until an old Beastman severed spacetime 

and used the souls of all the warriors to seal the Greater Demon Overlord within that severed 

spacetime. 

‘But the 73rd God was another matter... The Raging Flame Plane had no records of this, only the source 

of the Raging Flame Plane has some vague cryptic information. 

‘The power to sever spacetime and banish that spacetime had a lot higher requirements than barely 

sealing that Greater Demon Overlord... 

‘Now I understand. It was the Raging Flame Emperor... 

‘The other soul of the 73rd God reincarnated was the Raging Flame Emperor! 

‘Only the Raging Flame Emperor had this kind of power... Or it could be said that only he could 

accomplish this feat, because the one he was banishing was himself.’ 

The large amount of information was analyzed by Lin Yun, but it terrified the others. 

Cross was foolishly looking at the void starry sky world. 



The name of the Greater Demon Lord of the 333rd layer might be something that Beastmen didn’t 

know. 

Moreover, in the 333rd layer, the name of that Greater Demon Overlord was taboo. Even when the 

name of that layer was mentioned, only Greater Demon Overlords would dare to say that name. 

As for other Demon Overlords, they didn’t dare to say that name, who knew whether the Greater 

Demon Overlord would notice them and throw an Extraordinary Spell at them in a bad mood. 

But the name Norrick was a name known to all Beastmen. 

The Raging Flame Emperor, the greatest sovereign of the Raging Flame Plane, the only one that unified 

the Raging Flame. Up until now, the Raging Flame Beastmen had already been split several times, and 

the originally powerful Raging Flame Beastman Tribe had already been extinguished. Only the eight 

Tribes remained, and they weren’t worshiping the Raging Flame Emperor. 

After learning that the Raging Flame Emperor had been the reincarnation of one of the souls of the 

Ancient God, the few Beastmen were stunned. 

“Del Rovana, I said that as long as I was still alive, I wouldn’t let you succeed!” 

The Raging Flame Emperor’s dignified and sage voice sounded resolute. 

Those words made Del Rovana’s wicked and crazy voice go even more insane. 

She kept cursing and shrieking, causing the space in the surroundings of the God’s body to collapse. It 

seemed as if the surroundings of the God were filled with black glass shards, which kept being attracted 

by the God’s body. 

Terrifying power raged around the God’s body. The power of the two voices lingered on the surface of 

the God’s body and the frantic clashes of the two terrifying powers made the entire world shake. It 

seemed like the God was awakening. 

A battle on this level wasn’t something Lin Yun and the others could join. The fourteen Heaven rank 

powerhouses were standing at the edge of the world and looked like children who saw mages for the 

first time. Their mouths were wide open, but they were horrified. 

“Sh*t, such terrifying power. So this is the power of a God?” 

Morgan’s legs were shivering and he was as pale as a corpse. He even started stuttering. 

And on the side, the strongest Clombton was also pale. He couldn’t help setting up his Holy Light Shield. 

Numerous law runes were flickering on the surface of the shield. 

This wasn’t an attack, but Clombton already couldn’t remain calm. 

The Raging Flame Emperor and Del Rovana’s fight was limited to the surface of the God’s body and no 

fluctuation spread out. But just seeing that scene let everyone know that if they entered that area, the 

aftermath alone would tear everyone apart and their souls wouldn’t even be left behind. 

“Stupid Norrick, don’t try to stop me. No one can stop me! This time, I’ll definitely be able to destroy this 

world, no, all planes. 



“Everyone, everything would be buried with us, everything...” 

“Del Rovana, this is our shared body. You think you can use the power of that body to defeat me? It’ll 

never be possible. 

“I said that as long as I was alive, you would never have your way. You have already gone crazy, you are 

no longer the Del Rovana I knew. I’ll stop you, not just for you, but for us.” 

The Raging Flame Emperor’s voice was still resolute. 

The powers revolving around the God’s body clashed even more fiercely. The God’s body could no 

longer be seen clearly, it was completely covered in spatial fragments and berserk power. 

The equilibrium still remained after over half an hour of fighting. 

The God’s power belonged to the Raging Flame Emperor, but it also belonged to Del Rovana. They were 

using their own power to deal with themselves. And the two souls were still fighting over the 

destruction of the world, there was no end to it. 

Suddenly, boundless black smoke flew out of the body of the Ancient God. The dense black smoke 

quickly gathered outside the gravitational pull of the God’s body and condensed into a huge completely 

pitch-black Demon. 

After the huge demonic body condensed, the boundless black smoke poured into that body like a flood. 

The originally several-dozen-meter-tall pitch-black Demon rapidly grew taller. After a few seconds, it 

reached over a kilometer in height. 

She had two curled horns and pitch-black eyes. Ink-like black flames curled around her body covered in 

black scales and sharp spikes could be seen at her joints. 

The two demonic wings spreading behind her were like two curtains hiding the starry sky, and space 

rippled with every sweep of her long tail. 

A storm of malice and madness flooded the entire world and everyone standing on the edge felt the 

terrifying pressure. Even Clombton and Cross had solemn expressions as they released their shields and 

aura to resist. As for the others, the pressure they felt was even greater, it seemed that their souls were 

suppressed by the aura. 

“Norrick, I don’t need the power of the body to destroy this damned world. Let me see how you plan on 

stopping me!” 

Del Rovana shouted crazily and turned, as if she was about to leave this world. 

Suddenly, the other power separated itself from the God’s body and condensed in midair. The red-

colored radiance converged and the silhouette of the Raging Flame Emperor appeared in the air. 

As he appeared, the Raging Flame Emperor chased Del Rovana. He extended his hands and a golden red 

greatsword appeared in his hands. 

The Raging Flame Emperor held the hundred-meter-long greatsword as if it was as light as a stick and he 

ruthlessly slashed towards Del Rovana’s back. 



But Del Rovana instantly turned and pitch-black demonic claws appeared beside the greatsword and 

slapped away the Raging Flame Emperor’s greatsword, before another several-dozen-meter-big claws 

fell upon the Raging Flame Emperor’s body. 

A golden red radiance blossomed in front of Del Rovana’s claws and blocked her premeditated blow, but 

Norrick was still sent flying. 

The golden red radiance transformed into a several-dozen-meter-big sphere of light. The golden red 

greatsword pierced through the light and instantly pierced Del Rovana’s claws several hundred meters 

away. 

Sparks instantly flew out, it was as if two sharp blades were colliding against each other. Sharp sounds 

echoed and created ripples in the air. The pitch-black smoke and the golden red radiance were instantly 

turned into pieces by these ripples. 

Del Rovana let out a sharp crazy laugh. 

“Norrick, you are still holding onto you feelings. You knew this was a trap, yet you unhesitantly jumped 

head first. 

“Stupid, idiot! 

“Next to the body you can borrow its power to block me, but have you forgotten that after you lose the 

power of the body, you are merely a lowly weak Beastman, a vermin that used to be treated as a slave. 

“You want to stop me by relying on that power? 

“Wrong choice. Norric, you are already dead. I’ve forgotten how many years it has been, but I can finally 

kill you now. 

“After killing you, no one would be able to stop me. Idiot, stupid Beastman. Drop dead...” 

Del Rovana swung her claws and boundless black smoke transformed into demonic heads spheres 

covered in black flames and dragging long trails behind. They fell onto the Raging Flame Emperor like 

rain. 

A terrifying aura shrouded the surroundings, thoroughly enveloping the Raging Flame Emperor. A faint 

angry look could be seen on the Raging Flame Emperor’s face and the hundred-meter-long greatsword 

in Norrick’s hands turned into an afterimage. 

Golden red rays of light flashed and the dozen demonic heads burning with flames were turned into 

pieces by the slash. But there was really too many of those sinisters demonic heads. 

Del Rovana used her demonic casting abilities to frantically suppress the Raging Flame Emperor, and her 

huge demonic body was rapidly approaching the Raging Flame Emperor. 

Her huge claws stretched into the pitch-black rain and ruthlessly slapped the body of the Raging Flame 

Emperor. 

In the air, a golden red trail spread across a few dozen kilometers with the body of the Raging Flame 

Emperor appearing at the end. 



As he appeared visible the greatsword the Raging Flame Emperor had condensed thoroughly collapsed 

and his body was covered in blood. 

The direct hit wounded the Raging Flame Emperor and he lost his evenly matched control over the 

God’s body. The Raging Flame Emperor simply wasn’t Del Rovana’s match. 

Del Rovana laughed crazily. Dense black smoke was covering her body and even more black smoke 

poured in from the void. 

That was the power from the Abyss. The power from the Abyssal layers she controlled could be 

borrowed, not to mention forcibly extracted. Her power was boundless and kept on increasing. 

As for the Raging Flame Emperor, he was unable to borrow the power of the Raging Flame Plane. He had 

once been the ruler of the Raging Flame Plane and the only person in control, but now, the Raging Flame 

Plane’s source was already dwindling and no external force could draw support from it. 

He could only use his own power to withstand Del Rovana. Not to mention, the Raging Flame Emperor 

had been asleep for a few dozen millenia. Who knew what happened to him, but his power wasn’t equal 

to Del Rovana. 

If this continued, it wouldn’t take long before the Raging Flame Emperor was pressured into death by 

Del Rovana. 

Seeing this scene, Lin Yun started recalling the course of history. The current situation should have 

happened a lot later. Humans didn’t defeat the Raging Flame Beastmen that quickly. 

At that time, the losses on both sides were relatively great, and it was simply impossible for 

powerhouses to enter the Holy Mountain to check. They would have died before reaching the depths. 

The only one that could stop Del Rovana was the Raging Flame Emperor. But clearly, the Raging Flame 

Emperor didn’t have a way to suppress this crazy Demon. 

Ultimately, the Raging Flame Emperor would be pressured to death and Del Rovana would smoothly 

devour the mana of the entire Raging Flame Plane, turning the Raging Flame into a dead world. 

The golden red radiance and endless black smoke clashed in the air. No matter if it was the Raging Flame 

Emperor, or Del Rovana, either of them could get rid of everyone here. 

Everyone could see that Del Rovana and the Raging Flame Emperor’s bodies were flickering from time to 

time as they clashed. 

A loud sound echoed, it sounded as if a bubble was popped. The golden red radiance transformed into a 

sphere that instantly expanded to four hundred meters. The black smoke transformed into extremely 

fierce sinister tentacles that firmly coiled around that golden red light sphere. 

After a few seconds, the Raging Flame Emperor let out a deep suppressed roar, while Del Rovana let out 

a triumphant roar. The sphere the golden red radiance had turned into rapidly exploded, and the 

surrounding space started slowly collapsing. 

That pure golden red radiance was like a crystal shattering into pieces. The ugly tentacles on the surface 

of the pure golden colored sphere of light also collapsed back into black smoke. 



After all the fragments shattered, they started collapsing towards the center. Apparently, there was a 

passage leading to the endless void and everything was forcibly torn apart. 

The radiant fragment and thick black smoke were all drawn into that lightless pitch-black passage. Even 

if Del Rovana relied on the power of the Abyss to form that flood of black smoke, she still couldn’t 

struggle free of that pitch-black passage’s pressure. 

“Del Rovana, I can no longer suppress you, but I can still banish you. Even if you can’t die, I can still drag 

you down for a few millennia.” 

The Raging Flame Emperor sounded exhausted. Within the black smoke, Del Rovana let out an angry 

roar mixed with laughter. 

“Norrick, you are underestimating me too much. I’m no longer my former self, I’ve already absorbed the 

Raging Flame Plane’s source power. I’ve already devoured this place’s mana. Do you think I don’t know 

what you want to do? 

“This is just like your majestic kindness, what a joke, a complete joke...” 

Amidst the crazy laughter, black smoke rapidly condensed out of that surge of abyssal power from the 

void. It seemed like a terrifying monster was hiding inside the black smoke. 

Fierce and ugly tentacles covered in some sort of thick sticky liquid came out of the black smoke. They 

were several-dozen-meter-thick and several-kilometer-long and rushed towards that shattered space 

one after another. 

A spatial fragment tore one apart, but even more tentacles proceeded to enter that darkness. 

After a few seconds, the space started fiercely shaking, and the shattered space slowly recovered under 

the God Nation’s power. 

In midair, only a kilometer-big black hole calmly floated there as all power was devoured by that black 

hole. 

Moreover, there were still several dozen thick tentacles stretching towards the inside of the black hole. 

Del Rovana’s huge demonic body was slowly being pulled out. 

These tentacles were stretched taut, but they were unable to bear with the black hole’s devouring 

power and kept collapsing. However, more and more tentacles appeared. 

Del Rovana was slowly being pulled out of the black hole and the black flames burning within her eyes 

rapidly rose. 

“Idiot, Norrick, I’ll help you succeed in your goal. I’ll make you forever sink into nothingness, to endless 

pain and suffering...” 

Del Rovana extended both hands and a crazy and evil power transformed into sinister screaming 

demonic heads that fell towards the black hole like meteors. 

Chapter 1169 A Terrifying Battle 



The demonic heads kept exploding and the originally not too stable passage became even more 

unstable. The black hole slowly twisted and then distorted. The speed at which it was collapsing kept 

increasing and it wouldn’t take more than a few seconds before it thoroughly collapsed. 

Del Rovana laughed crazily. She even whipped at the crumbling passage to disperse the golden red light 

emerging from it, sealing away any chance the Raging Flame Emperor could have had to escape. 

At that time, a several-kilometer-long huge tentacle whipped at the passage that had already 

transformed into a whirlpool. Those golden red lights grabbed onto it as if it was a rope and rushed out 

of that passage with the help of that tentacle. It was as if a golden red bridge of light flew out of the 

shattered space. 

The bridge of light spread over several kilometers and the silhouette of the Raging Flame Emperor could 

be seen at the end. As for Del Rovana’s tentacle, it was torn apart within the collapsed passage, almost 

pulling Del Rovana in. 

The Raging Flame Emperor was pale, and his shabby armor had become dilapidated. His body was 

covered in blood. He was like a warrior taking his last stand, powerful and tragic. 

As for Del Rovana, she was covered in black smoke and only her eyes burning with black flames could be 

seen shining through the black smoke. 

The fierce battle was extremely fast. The conclusion could be determined every single second. Who had 

the upper hand and who was at a disadvantage kept switching. But now, everyone could see that the 

Raging Flame Emperor couldn’t continue fighting. If no other power joined the fight, the Raging Flame 

Emperor would inevitably be defeated. 

Lin Yun and the others were standing at the edge of the battlefield, their complexion extremely pale. 

The earlier black hole was a passage leading into nothingness. There the space was pitch-black and there 

was no light, no sound, no air, no mana. 

Even the feeling of time passing couldn’t be felt there, it was an endless void. If they fell there, their fate 

would be even more terrifying than death. It was a never-ending torture derived from loneliness and the 

pitch-black darkness, it would never end. 

That was the place Demons were most frightened of, yet, a kilometer-long passage to that place had 

been opened and maintained for more than ten seconds! 

The most frightening part was that these two guys managed to escape after falling into that passage. 

This wasn’t a power that Low Rank Heaven powerhouses could deal with. 

As the battle between the Raging Flame Emperor and Del Rovana continued, Lin Yun suddenly spoke 

out. 

“Are you going to keep watching?” 

Lin Yun’s calm voice made everyone look at him. The Beastmen all had pale complexions. One of them 

opened his mouth as he was about to mock Lin Yun, but for some reason, he couldn’t say a word. 



Morgan looked at that inhuman battle with shaking legs before looking at Lin Yun with disbelief and 

shock. 

‘Damn, is Sir Merlin crazy? The battle between these two guys isn’t something we can handle, when 

they are next to the God’s body, their strength definitely exceeds the Heaven Rank. 

‘Even now, they are incomparably stronger than Cross and Clombton, the strongest among us. We are 

merely weaklings that have just advanced to the Heaven Rank, how could we interfere in this kind of 

battle? 

‘This must be a joke, just one of those tentacles is over a hundred meters in thickness and several-

hundred-meter long. That’s the tentacle of Greater Demon Overlord!? 

‘Roaming in the void of the endless Abyss, feeding on the remnants of some huge creatures, or even 

devouring some newly birthed planes. A tentacle of that kind of monster would shatter our shields and 

end our lives with one lash. 

‘You still want to join the battle?’ 

No one spoke. Clombton held his staff, the holy light power surrounding his body was stirred, but he 

didn’t make a decision. As for Cross, his eyes had turned red, but he remained silent. 

After all, those two were clearly too powerful. 

“The Raging Flame Emperor might be able to kill the other one. The other side might be stronger, but 

she also turned crazy...” A Beastman hesitantly said, and the others didn’t refute this. 

But Lin Yun knew the course of history. Even if it somewhat changed, there wouldn’t be a huge 

difference. At least, if the power behind the changes wasn’t great enough, the ending was foreordained. 

And in history, Del Rovana ended up devouring the entire Raging Flame Plane. Without any external 

help, the Raging Flame Emperor would inevitably be defeated. 

Unfortunately, he couldn’t explain this to the others. 

Lin Yun took a step forward and took out his Draconic Staff. The Book of Death was in his left hand. 

Enderfa and the Spell Wheel floated on Lin Yun’s right while the Book of Mantras and Syudos floated on 

Lin Yun’s left. 

Fierce mana gushed out of Lin Yun’s body like a berserk tide. It transformed into ripples that kept 

spreading towards the surroundings. Droplets floated around Lin Yun, those were liquefied dense mana. 

He spared no mana, and the mana was pure enough to take shape. 

“The Raging Flame Emperor is very powerful, and he is also wise. But the wager is the Raging Flame 

Plane. As long as the Raging Flame Emperor is defeated, the Raging Flame Plane and all lives here would 

die. 

“Even if that crazy woman leaves this place, what will happen to Noscent is a foregone conclusion. That 

lunatic definitely won’t let Noscent off. 



“Don’t rely on the hope that she won’t be able to find Noscent’s coordinates, they are the souls of the 

73rd God born in Noscent.” 

After indifferently saying those words, Lin Yun flew towards the Raging Flame Emperor. 

As for the others, their complexion thoroughly changed. No one dared to think that Lin Yun was just 

scaring them off. 

Because Del Rovana had said those words herself, no one dared to keep watching the fighting, they 

didn’t dare to gamble. 

The price for losing the gamble would be the Raging Flame Plane and Noscent. No one doubted that this 

lunatic woman would do as she said. 

“Damn it, get rid of her! If we have to die sooner or later, then I’d rather stake it all! Fight her! I want her 

to remember my name!” 

Morgan gnashed his teeth and stomped his foot. He then summoned his Darkness Elemental God and 

followed behind Lin Yun. 

“The radiance of the holy light does not show concern for any mage scared of evil. All evils have to be 

banished and cleansed.” 

Clombton took out his holy light staff and followed behind them, Butler behind him. As for the other 

humans, they could no longer hesitate and flew out. 

As the seven human Heaven Rank powerhouses made their move, Cross’ eyes turned red and he used 

his finger to cut his cheek and smear blood on the golden greatsword in his hands. 

“Beastmen never surrender! Remember our precept! The Raging Flame Plane is our homeland, are we 

planning to rely on the despicable humans to save our homeland? 

“F*ck, I’d rather die than be known as a coward!” 

Cross flew out with red eyes. As for the other Beastmen, they imitated Cross and cut their own cheek 

and smeared blood on their weapons before flying out. 

This was a Beastman ritual conducted when they were about to fight to the death. Their weapons would 

bear the weight of their souls, and when they returned to the earth, some of their power would be 

inherited by the weapons and they would become a kind of totem to be passed down. 

The fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses burst with their strongest might as they flew over. The Raging 

Flame Emperor looked over and a complex and gratified expression flashed in his eyes. 

Beastmen never surrender, this was the belief that the Raging Flame Emperor had spread when 

conquering the Raging Flame Plane. 

“A group of repulsive insects wants to shake a great God’s toe? Insects, you should obediently lie down 

on the ground and tremble!” 



Del Rovana shouted in anger. Her berserk power turned into black smoke and burst out. The black 

smoke condensed into demonic heads, and thick tentacles condensed under those demonic heads 

before they flew towards everyone. 

Even more abyssal power transformed into a powerful pressure that pressed down on everyone. 

Everyone instantly felt as if they had been hit by a Medusa’s Petrifaction. They all went stiff and kept 

floating in the air. They could now feel how terrifying Del Rovana’s pressure was. 

Her aura alone could suppress them and keep them at bay. Let alone fight, they could only stare blankly 

as that terrifying tsunami of black smoke forced its way towards them. 

Del Rovana angrily roared, but a faint golden red light pierced through the tide of black smoke and 

ruthlessly attacked Del Rovana’s body, leaving behind a ten-meter-big hole in Del Rovana’s chest. The 

Raging Flame Emperor was floating in the air, coldly looking at her. 

“Del Rovana, you still have the power to take care of others while fighting against me? It looks like your 

intelligence has greatly suffered.” 

The Raging Flame Emperor roared and a hundred-meter-long golden red greatsword once again 

condensed in his hands. His body transformed into a ray of light and appeared before Del Rovana. 

The scattered power and aura simply couldn’t defend against the Raging Flame Emperor. The golden red 

greatsword cut through Del Rovana’s defenses like a heated knife through butter. 

The greatsword severed Del Rovana’s head, left shoulder, and left arm. 

The cut demonic arm rapidly dissipated in black smoke, as for the wound in her left shoulder, a black oily 

thick sticky liquid squirted out of it. Flames burnt on that black oily liquid and it rapidly condensed into 

the shape of an arm. After congealing, Del Rovana’s arm was recovered. 

But during this process, everyone could feel that Del Rovana’s power had stopped crazily increasing, it 

even showed signs of weakening. 

With an arm being chopped off, Del Rovana became cautious and no longer dared to scatter her power, 

she also no longer paid attention to Lin Yun and the others and focused all her power to fight the Raging 

Flame Emperor. 

Being able to move again, everyone was a bit pale. This had been scary, only when they really faced her 

did they discover how terrifying the other side was. 

But now that the pressure was no longer suppressing them, everyone instead became more resolute in 

helping the Raging Flame Emperor get rid of this crazy Demon. 

“This lunatic has to be killed, we won’t be able to stop her if we lose the back up of the Raging Flame 

Emperor. This is our only opportunity!” 

Cross’ eyes were crimson red, the aura covering his body looked like golden crimson flames. 

This was Cross igniting his Aura. The ignited Aura would disappear permanently, but the burst power 

would be twice as strong as usual. 



If the battle wasn’t over by the time his Aura was completely ignited, then his vitality and soul would be 

next. 

This was the supreme skill of Heaven Rank warriors, only when they planned on giving up their lives 

would they ignite their own aura. 

Clombton raised his holy light staff and a Demiplane suddenly appeared behind him. A small Angel came 

out of it and cooperated with Clombton to raise a Holy Light Shield in front of everyone. Possessing the 

power to deal against evil and similar spells made the Holy Light Shield the most suitable spell with its 

defensive power and endurance. 

That Demiplane shadow slowly dissipated and ultimately, only holy light surged from behind him. The 

terrifying holy light power condensed into a pair of white wings and made Clombton look like an 

Archangel descended from the Holy Light Plane. 

Clombton’s expression was calm and resolute, and a wisp of surprise flashed in Lin Yun’s eyes. 

Holy Light Wings, the trump card of holy light mages, the life threatening spell kept hidden. After 

releasing that spell, the holy light mage would have to fight until all his power is exhausted or until he 

got rid of his opponent, that was the only way to dispel this spell. 

Once that spell was dispelled, the holy light might be weakened for a very long time, their strength 

would be weakened to its minimum. 

That spell was of the same nature as the Aura igniting of the Heaven Rank warriors, it was used to stake 

one’s life. 

Cross and Clombton releasing their life-threatening abilities erased the hesitation the Beastmen had. 

They ignited their Auras one after another. 

They were ready to die, because if they couldn’t get rid of that sinister and crazy monster, the entire 

Raging Flame Plane would perish. 

As for the human Heaven Rank Mages, they staked everything in this fight. 

This crazy monster was one of the two souls of the Ancient God, they couldn’t imagine what she could 

do. Even if she couldn’t use the power of a God, she was terrifyingly powerful. 

Dedale controlled his three flaming spheres and his body was slowly covered in flames before it 

ultimately transformed into a long burning draconic head elemental lifeform. 

Slythrin controlled the Endless Sand to rapidly divide until the Endless Sand covered Slythrin and turned 

him into an earthen yellow monster. 

Butler turned into a radiant body, his entire body turned translucent and rays of light curled around him 

like fairies. 

Morgan controlled his Darkness Elemental God and threw a large amount of buffs onto the Darkness 

Elemental God, making ite body expand to seven meters and strands of ink-like power curled around its 

body. 



As for Lin Yun, he roused the power of the Equilibrium Law and a scales’ shadow appeared under his 

body. Lin Yun was like the cursor in the center of the scales. Enderfa controlled the Spell Wheel on one 

tray, while Syudos controlled the Book of Mantras on the other. 

In an instant, the Spell Wheel and the Book of Mantras disappeared, replaced by the huge furnace of the 

Void Forge furnace and the four-colored radiance of the Elemental Heart. 

The scales started tilting, but a huge power was rapidly and forcibly borrowed from the void. The power 

fell onto the Spell Wheel and made the Ten Thousand Spell Wheel reach the power of an Extraordinary 

Magic Tool, on par with the Book of Ten Thousand Mantras. 

At this time, a several-dozen-meter-big wheel appeared in the air. Enderfa was in the middle of the 

wheel, his three faces filled with excitement. 

“Damn, it’s only at this time that I feel like I can display a bit of power, work harder Merlin!” 

They all burst with their strongest power, and of the fourteen of them, two were a step away from the 

4th Rank. The bursting power they could display when they staked their lives was really terrifying. 

The aura emitted by the group’s burst power was impressive and Del Rovana couldn’t help glancing over 

there. 

Unfortunately, the Raging Flame Emperor wouldn’t let go of this opportunity. At this time, Del Rovana 

was stronger than the Raging Flame Emperor, but it was limited and couldn’t suppress him. As long as 

she scattered a bit of her power, her power wouldn’t be able to fully condense back together. To the 

Raging Flame Emperor, Del Rovana’s power would decrease by 30% to 40%. 

The enraged pitch-black Demon could only use that boundless abyssal power to condense pitch-black 

Demons and form a demonic army to deal with the humans and Beastmen. 

This little bit of distraction and scattered power allowed the Raging Flame Emperor to equalize the 

score. As long as he got an opportunity, he would be able to fiercely hit that irascible Demon and her 

Demon’s body would be cut piece by piece. Unfortunately, that body was only condensed and wasn’t 

her main body. 

As long as she still had power, Del Rovana would be able to quickly restore her body. 

The Raging Flame Emperor and Del Rovana were in a deadlock. And on the other side, the allied forces 

were facing several dozen hundred-meter-tall pitch-black brainless and crazy Demons with burning eyes. 

These pitch-black Demons all had the power of a Demon Overlord but didn’t possess wisdom. She was 

purely using numbers against them, but they were all at the Heaven Rank. 

There were still pitch-black Demons coming out of the long river of black smoke one after another, and 

they were all crazily attacking everyone. 

Chapter 1170 Holy Sunligh 

Cross was the first to launch his attack. It seemed as if his flaming golden Aura transformed into a tide of 

flames. 



Three hundred-meter-tall pitch-black Demons were directly torn apart and exploded in a burst of black 

ashes. They even lost the ability to transform back into abyssal power. 

The tide of golden flames flowed for a few dozen meters before slowly dissipating. Apart from the initial 

impact, the remnants of the power were no different from a sea wave meeting a reef, they simply 

couldn’t break through these pitch-black Demons’ bodies. 

As for the spells and Aura Slashes of the other mages and Beastmen Heaven powerhouses, they were 

like ordinary flames falling onto a piece of pitch-black Magic Iron, only the sound of metal could be 

heard as they simply couldn’t break through their defenses. 

Lin Yun frowned as he looked at these pitch-black Demons, apparently thinking of something. He then 

used the Andlusa Kingdom’s dialect to tell something to Clombton. 

“Sir Clombton, can you use a large-scale channelled Holy Sunlight? We don’t need to take care of that 

monster, we only need to chip at the source of Del Rovana’s power. This is our only chance.” 

Clombton was stunned for a moment, the others were also stunned. It was because no one used their 

dialect when chatting, that kind of language didn’t help mages at all. 

When discussing, mages would usually use the Common Language of the 3rd Dynasty. This was the most 

commonly used language when mages used Low Tier Spells or ordinary spells. 

Just like the ancient Elves and Dragons’ Nesser Language, or the Gods’ Divine Language, that Language 

contained a huge power, and whenever mages discussed magic, they would always use this kind of 

language. It was because it was the least prone to errors when describing magic. Some of the meaning 

would be lost when translated into a lesser language. 

Clombton froze, before immediately understanding. Lin Yun didn’t want the crazy Demon to 

understand. It was because every powerful magic language would let out faint mana fluctuations. And 

even if those faint mana fluctuations could be disregarded, it always transmitted the meaning. 

As the soul of an Ancient God, that crazy Demon would definitely understand. 

Unfortunately for her, the only God who could understand the dialect of the Andlusa Kingdom would be 

the God of Mind and Soul. 

After understanding Lin Yun’s meaning, Clombton’s brain became extremely active. Although he wasn’t 

too clear about it, he did as Lin Yun said. 

Clombton rushed to the front and flapped the pair of wings on his back. It was like a rift was torn into 

the sky and boundless holy light shone from within. The gentle radiance shone upon those pitch-black 

Demons’ bodies and it was like a powerful acid splashed onto them. 

The surface of the Demons’ bodies became mottled from the corrosion. It looked like their skins were 

suffering corrosive burns from the light and exposed the black smoke hiding under. 

These Demons could completely disregard this kind of injury, but because they were burnt by the Holy 

Light, they became even more crazy. 



Hundreds of pitch-black Demon Overlords frantically rushed forward, their combined aura seemingly 

stronger than Del Rovana herself... At least in everyone’s eyes. 

“Damnit, Mafa Merlin! What have you said to Clombton?! Clombton, have you gone crazy?! You actually 

attacked all of them at once and made these brainless guys berserk?! 

“That’s a few hundred Demon Overlords! Heavens, you are really crazy, you don’t care if we die...” Cross 

let out, terrified. 

The others clearly didn’t figure out the reason behind it, but Lin Yun was already going all-out. 

Enderfa controlled the Spell Wheel. The circles of the several-dozen-meter-big wheel shadow were 

revolving at different speeds. 

The different positions brought out different spells, and a crazy flood of spells started. The surface of the 

Ten Thousand Spell Wheel was filled with powerful elemental powers. 

The berserk elemental powers instantly burst out and transformed into a revolving hundred-meter-thick 

elemental storm that instantly flew through the army of crazy pitch-black Demon Overlords. 

Then, the failure everyone expected didn’t happen and the three pitch-black Demons were drawn into 

the Elemental Storm. These three Demons’ bodies instantly shattered like black porcelain. 

The storm kept going forward and killed six pitch-black Demon Overlords before its power was 

exhausted. 

On the other side, Syudos controlled the Book of Mantras and a several-dozen-meter-tall flame gates 

slowly opened. The flood of flames crazily rushed out and ruthlessly impacted the three pitch-black 

Demon Overlords’ bodies. 

The flames followed the surface of those pitch-black Demon Overlords and entered their bodies through 

the corroded holes. It took a few seconds before endless flames spurted out of their bodies and turned 

them to ashes. The flames then continued forward. 

As for Lin Yun, he was holding the Draconic Staff in his right hand and the radiant Book of Death in his 

left hand as he condensed a three-meter-big Runic Bomb. 

The frantically revolving Runic Bomb flew out and pierced a pitch-black Demon’s chest just like a drill. 

Sparks spread everywhere as the pitch-black Demon’s chest was like steel meeting a diamond drill bit, it 

twisted and shattered before a big hole was left behind by the explosion. 

There was only a two-meter-big hole on the chest of the pitch-black Demon, but there was a several-

dozen-meter-big hole on his back. 

The glaring radiance emitted by the revolving bomb pierced two pitch-black Demons in a row, and the 

pitch-black Demons who had their bodies pierced let out angry roars before their bodies disintegrated 

like sand. 

When the revolving Runic Bomb reached the body of the 3rd Demon, it lost its piercing power and 

exploded from the impact. 



That pitch-black Demon’s body instantly disappeared. 

A huge sphere full of destructive power rapidly expanded and spread over three hundred meters before 

suddenly dissipating. 

And following the dissipation of this destructive sphere, the three pitch-black Demon within that range 

instantly disappeared. 

In less than three seconds, eighteen pitch-black Demon Overlords disappeared! 

Everyone was startled. 

Morgan almost forgot that it was a race against time and that he was going all-out. His mouth was wide 

open and saliva was trickling down. 

‘Damn, Sir Merlin is really powerful. No, he is inconceivably powerful. He is a lot more powerful than 

Clombton and that arrogant Gold Beastman. 

‘Sh*t, those were Demon Overlords, eighteen Demon Overlords. They were instantly killed like a group 

of chicken ready to be slaughtered. That’s terrifying.’ 

And it wasn’t just Morgan, Cross was also terrified, ‘Eighteen Demon Overlords in less than three 

seconds? 

‘This must be a joke, he couldn’t have done that... Let alone eighteen, even eight should be impossible. 

If eighteen Demon Overlords surrounded him, he would have to pay a disastrous price, tearing them to 

shreds should be impossible.’ 

After Lin Yun attacked, he noticed everyone being frozen. 

This made him frown and he hurriedly shouted, “if you keep on wasting time, the opportunity won’t be 

there anymore!” 

Cross quickly reacted at those words and promptly slashed down at those pitch-black Demon Overlords. 

But this attack felt completely different from his last attack. This ignited Aura Slash tore over twenty 

pitch-black Demon Overlords to pieces. Some of them were unable to dissipate into smoke and 

thoroughly turned to ashes. 

At this time, everyone seemed to understand what was going on and they all attacked together. The 

large number of spells mixed together into a chaotic spell storm that swept through the Demon 

Overlords at the forefront. 

As for the Beastmen’s Aura Slashes, it was like countless swords were raining down on the pitch-black 

Demons and ripped through the areas hit by the storm and tore all Demons to pieces. 

Understanding flashed on Clombton’s face, as well as a wisp of excitement. 

He finally understood why Lin Yun made him release a large-scale Holy Sunlight. 

Holy Sunlight was most suitable when it came to facing a large number of low level Undeads. 



Holy Sunlight was only an illumination spell that contained holy power, it didn’t have any effect on an 

ordinary person. 

Even high level Undeads would only be slightly weakened by the radiance of Holy Sunlight and their 

defenses would become slightly weaker. 

But the effect wasn’t that powerful. When this spell was used to deal with low level Undeads, the bones 

of the Undeads illuminated by the Holy Light would become brittle. 

Simply put, even Level 1 Undeads couldn’t be killed by the Holy Sunlight, but it would alter the Undeads’ 

defense to the point where an ordinary farmer could break through their hard bodies. 

Holy Sunlight’s defense weakening was the strongest against some undead elemental lifeforms. 

As for the army of pitch-black Demon with the power of Demon Overlords, weren’t they a group of 

elemental lifeforms condensed from pure abyssal power? 

Moreover, their strongest defense was the metallic-like skin on the surface of their bodies. Attacks of 

1st Rank Heaven powerhouses couldn’t break through their skins, and they had the power of Demon 

Overlords, so if a few of them surrounded a Heaven powerhouse, they would easily tear him to shreds. 

Unfortunately, their bodies had gone through the Low Tier Holy Sunlight. It was a confrontation of evil 

against holy. 

Clombton’s holy spell could barely tear through their skins, but that was more than enough. 

It looked like it wasn’t a big injury, but these Demons’ skins were brittle against the Heaven 

powerhouses’ power. 

As long as they used Extraordinary Power, they could easily pierce through their skins. 

With Clombton taking the lead with his Holy Sunlight, Cross charged at the forefront and tore a hole 

through the army of Demons and led the Heaven powerhouses forward. 

Following the path shown by the Holy Sunlight, they didn’t kill their way towards Del Rovana, they 

instead killed their way towards the place where the pitch-black smoke was surging out of the void. 

That black smoke was forming a longer river from which the pitch-black Demons were surging out. 

Unfortunately, they could no longer stop them. 

After less than half a minute, everyone already crossed half of the path, they weren’t far from the 

source. 

Del Rovana suddenly reacted. The humans and Beastmen Heaven Rank powerhouses weren’t targeting 

her. 

She wouldn’t have cared if she had been the target. With her power rivalling the Raging Flame Emperor, 

the Raging Flame Emperor wouldn’t be able to kill her. How could these inferior Heaven Rank 

powerhouses injure her? 

Del Rovana only spared a bit of energy because her prestige had been provoked by insects and she 

intended to casually crush them. 



But now, she clearly understood that they wanted to sever the source of her power. 

After the Raging Flame Emperor cut off Del Rovana’s body several times, he clearly understood that 

unless the source of her power was severed, defeating Del Rovana would be impossible. Unfortunately, 

he was entangled with her and couldn’t go attack her source of power. 

The enraged Del Rovana turned around in order to personally kill the dozen Heaven Rank powerhouses, 

regardless of the presence of the Raging Flame Emperor. 

The berserk pressure felt like the entire world was pressuring them. They were a dozen kilometers away, 

but everyone was instantly suppressed. 

Everyone felt like they were carrying a world on their back. Their souls felt as if they were grabbed by 

the neck and just a bit more strength was needed to crush it and shatter them. 

Clombton’s Holy Sunlight was forcibly interrupted. No longer being weakened by the Holy Sunlight, 

those pitch-black Demons with corroded skin recovered within a couple seconds. 

They transformed from brittle brainless Demon Overlords, to just brainless Demon Overlords. 

That instant clearly decided their life and death. 

Del Rovana stepped through the void, only needing one step to cross over a kilometer in a few seconds. 

She was about to personally crush that group of Heaven Rank powerhouses like ants. 

After a second, a similar terrifying power that looked like a huge greatsword cut through the world and 

cut through Del Rovana’s pressure. 

The golden red radiance fell as the Raging Flame Emperor appeared before Del Rovana. 

“You are too arrogant Del Rovana, I’m your opponent.” 

The Raging Flame Emperor was holding his greatsword, and on the opposite side, golden radiance slowly 

dissipated from Del Rovana’s head. Her head had been cut in two by the Raging Flame Emperor and tiny 

pitch-black tentacles extended out of her wound to rapidly merge the two halves back together. 

And for this small amount of time, Del Rovana was thoroughly blocked by the Raging Flame Emperor. In 

a clash of this level, a distraction couldn’t be tolerated. 

Even if Del Rovana was stronger! 

After being blocked, Del Rovana went thoroughly insane and crazily charged at the Raging Flame 

Emperor. At the same time, a layer of flames started burning on the greatsword in the Raging Flame 

Emperor’s hands. This was the strongest burst power of the Raging Flame Emperor, this showed that he 

was staking everything in this clash. 

By abandoning the battle of endurance and bursting with all of his power within a short time, even the 

crazy Del Rovana couldn’t break through the Raging Flame Emperor’s defenses. 

The golden red radiance and the pitch-black power frantically collided. The both of them raged within 

the void, but it was clear that none of them would be able to do anything in the short term. 



But on another side, the Heaven Rank powerhouses that had lost Del Rovana’s pressure could fight once 

again. Clombton immediately released his Holy Sunlight. 

Those brainless beast-like pitch-black Demon Overlords frantically roared, their skin shining with 

metallic luster darkened once again and becoming mottled again. 

Cross swung his greatsword and tore apart the Demon Overlords at the forefront. 

The fourteen Heaven powerhouses kept bursting with all their strength, forming an irresistible flood of 

power that sailed towards the black smoke long river. 

After twenty seconds, everyone reached the end of the black smoke river. This was the source of the 

river and the start of the void. 

The power of these fourteen Heaven Rank powerhouses fully burst against the void! 

Cross swung his flaming golden greatsword. This was his strongest attack. The burning Aura Slash burst 

with the strongest energy he could muster. 

The other Beastmen did just like Cross, their entire bodies burst out with Aura and launched the 

strongest blow of their entire lives. 

Blood-colored Aura, black Aura, scarlet Aura, golden Aura... 

All the Auras converged onto that void. 

The powerful attack made the space distort and the long river of black smoke started fluctuating. From a 

distance, it looked like a huge black python continuously distorting. 

As for the humans, Morgan clenched his teeth and kept buffing his Darkness Elemental God before 

ultimately using Berserk to make the Darkness Elemental God’s become berserk and unstable. 

The Darkness Elemental God transformed into a shadow that drilled into the void and exploded. 

Dedale chanted a few simple words and then his incarnation of a Dragon’s head opened his mouth and a 

one-meter-big fireball appeared. 

As the fireball appeared, the surrounding space was twisted by the terrifying heat and the fireball was 

thrown into the void. 

Butler chanted an incantation and a luminous silhouette appeared on his body. He then recovered to 

normal, but his mana was greatly weakened. 

The radiant silhouette transformed into a light that rushed into the long river of black smoke within the 

void and transformed into a ravaging blossoming light. 

As for Slythrin, he seemed to hesitate, before the sand covering his body rapidly dissipated and 

boundless grains of sands appeared within his hand as he threw half of the Endless Sand in that void. A 

moment later, the power of the Endless Sand activated uncontrollably. 

Waves of Endless Sand expanded and burst out there. It was as if a piece of dry land appeared out of 

nowhere and the chaotic power merged with the void. 



As for Lin Yun, he used the power of the Equilibrium Law to its limits while Enderfa controlled the Spell 

Wheel to throw out endless runes and Syudos released flames from the Book of Mantras to fuse with 

those runes. 

With the power of the Equilibrium Law, these formidable powers seemed to reach a perfect balance and 

simply couldn’t collapse. 

 


